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Abstract
In the United States, the top 20% of the population owns 85% of the wealth. This leaves only
15% of the wealth for the rest of the population. This clear disparity of wealth, in combination with the
common practice of racial segregation (created by 300 years of inequality) has direct correlations to
violence in United States cities. Boston is one of these cities. Impoverished minority neighborhoods are
struggling because they exist in a society that is essentially ignoring them. There are fewer opportunities
in poor minority neighborhoods, particularly for young people. As a result, a cycle of violence has
continued to grow. Peace First, Inc. is an organization founded on the belief that the youth of Boston are
problem-solvers, rather than witnesses, or victims of their surroundings, and wants to help create safer
schools that will provide more productive opportunities for youth. The initial results of the peace
education program implemented were so successful, that the organization received a grant to replicate and
expand its program. For an organization built on education, the key to this expansion is to maintain the
quality of curriculum and instruction while growing in quantity.
One of the fundamentals of quality programming is an effective curriculum. Educators must then
expand upon it by turning what’s written, into knowledge their students can understand and apply. This is
particularly important in peace education. To reach students whose lives are regularly affected by
violence and conflict, curriculum must be relevant, cohesive, and tailored to student needs. This paper is
the result of an inquiry into the strengths and weaknesses of the Peace First curriculum, with a specific
focus on the sixth grade. The results of the inquiry are herein analyzed and synthesized to create
recommendations for a redesign with the goal of providing the next group of Peace First educators the
fundamentals needed to achieve a strategy and pace conducive to understanding and manifestation of
concepts, particularly in regards to effective student learning and engagement.
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Part I: Introduction
Introduction to Capstone
An olive branch. A white dove. A Mercedes sign, with an extra line. An elderly Indian
man walking along an ocean. A black reverend speaking to a crowd in Washington D.C. Tie-dye
colors and a circle of people with flowers in their hair holding up two fingers. Without
specifically saying so, many people who read these words will think “peace.” Every one of those
people is connected by these global images.
In six schools in Boston, Massachusetts (and several more in New York City and Los
Angeles) thousands of young people are connected by the image of a blue and green smiley face.
Those students see this:

and also think, “peace.” They think of two or three

people in grey polo shirts with that image stitched in the upper left hand corner. To the students
of those schools, peace is not merely that smiling image, or those smiling faces, but the action
that follows. It means every week someone is coming into their class to help them learn what it
means to be a peacemaker. It means someone believes that they can change the things they think
are wrong. It means that everyone is connected in the goal of creating a safe school by putting
peace, first. The blue and green smiley face is the emblem of Peace First, a non-profit
organization partnered with Boston Public Schools to provide peace education.
The stakeholders in Boston Public Schools (BPS) do their best to educate students,
despite a lack of resources, funding and space. They know that many youth will mirror the
violence and conflict they experience every day outside of those school walls if they don’t help
them find an alternative. This manifestation of youth violence because of poverty and inequality
in minority neighborhoods is a reality in Boston. Several schools within BPS have chosen to
2

partner with Peace First to work against that reality. At the beginning of school year 2010/11,
Peace First provided 15 AmeriCorps member Peace First Teachers (PFT’s) to teach youth peace
skills (fall semester) and help them institute community service learning projects (spring
semester) by implementing a pre-determined experiential based peace education curriculum
founded on the principles of the social and emotional learning theory.
When these PFT’s started many of them had never taught formal classes before. Most
had not planned a lesson before or worked with the age group they were teaching. Many had
never worked in Boston. By the end of their first week, those fifteen teachers had taught a
combined 2,400 students ranging from Pre-Kindergarten to Eighth grade. In some cases the
students they taught were excited and willing and part of pre-established safe classrooms. In
some cases the students they taught had no idea what safety meant and no desire to buy what
these PFT’s were selling. In every case, they walked into schools affected by youth conflict and
violence with the goal and hope to make every classroom and every school safer. In every case
they did so with a predetermined curriculum that had both strengths and weaknesses. It was the
PFT’s responsibility to emphasize the strengths, modify the weaknesses and implement the best
curriculum they could, to teach, guide and help their students.
Everything that follows in this capstone is a result of the PFT experience, and the
curriculum’s affect on that experience.

Introduction to Research and Results
This capstone grew out of a desire to provide the next group of PFT’s the most effective
curriculum possible to assist in their instruction with the goal of increased student learning and
engagement. Important factors in creating effective recommendations for improvements upon an
existing curriculum include understanding what originally warranted the curriculum in the first
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place, what the structure and theory of that curriculum is, and what the curriculum strengths and
weakness are. It’s important not just to look at what should be, but also at what was and why that
must change. The recommendations for redesign are a direct result of not only an understanding
of the specific current needs based on the research inquiries, but also from an understanding of
the history behind the original curriculum. Each section of this capstone, directly relates to one
of those important factors.
The Research section contains four subsections, “Research Parameters: Question and
Methodology,” “Need for Research, “Purpose of Research” and “Overview of Structure and
Theory.” The first subsection clearly defines the research parameters, what the research question
is, and what methodology and research instruments were used to answer that question. “Need for
Research” illustrates the history behind the issues facing Boston. It analyzes the root causes of
youth violence and addresses the influence that has on the neighborhoods (and by extension
schools) PFT’s teach in. In doing so, it provides an explanation of why peace education is
necessary, and why the research to supply an effective curriculum to address peacebreaking
issues in Boston is needed. “Purpose of Research,” is a more focused look at the history of Peace
First and its successes with the original curriculum, as well as a thorough explanation of the
changes in the organization that ultimately affected the success of that curriculum. This is
followed by the “Overview of Structure and Theory,” which describes the foundational tenets of
the original curriculum to provide a blue print for understanding the culminating inquiry results
and design recommendations. The “Results and Recommendations” section displays the results
to illustrate the gap between theoretical curriculum and the reality of implementation, and then
provides recommendations designed to address this fundamental aspect of curriculum by being
“concerned with the relationship between these two views of curriculum, the intention and the
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reality, and indeed, with closing the gap between them” (Stenhouse, 1975). The conclusion
completes the document by explaining the next steps being taken by Peace First to provide future
PFT’s the tools needed to make peacemaking a reality in their schools.
In its entirety, this capstone provides historical understanding of both the location and
tools of implementation, illustrates the experiences and reality of that implementation, assesses
and addresses the needs of Peace First teachers in relation to effective curriculum and defines the
measures being taken by the organization for the future success of Peace First teachers and
students.

Part II: Research
Research Parameters: Question and Methodology
Statement of Research Question
It is the PFT’s work in relation to the curriculum that is the basis for this capstone.
Throughout the peace skills semester PFT’s were as creative as they could be to address
weaknesses they found in the curriculum and the organization took notice of this. At the end of
the peace skills semester Peace First conducted a mid-year survey into the PFT experience,
including their experience with the curriculum. The results of the inquiry indicated that the sixth
grade curriculum was one of the weakest grades. The resulting research question was “What are
the strengths and weaknesses of the sixth grade Peace First curriculum, and what is needed to
improve it for concrete, applicable classroom implementation with the goal of student
engagement and learning?”
Methodology
The methodology of this capstone is both quantitative and qualitative in nature,
determined by the mixed methods orientation of the varied research sources. Peace First
5

conducted extensive research into the opinions of all of its stakeholders. This capstone includes
findings from students, classroom teachers (CRT’s), Peace First Teachers (PFT’s) and school
administration. The aforementioned mid-year PFT survey yielded both qualitative and
quantitative data in regards to the strengths and weakness of the entire curriculum. This affected
the sixth grade strengths and weaknesses, as the base for all grades is the same. The most
specific sixth grade data was provided by a brainstorming session at a training event resulting in
more qualitative data from the PFT’s specific to sixth grade. The data included a group
worksheet from the brainstorming session, as well as pre-work individually written by the sixth
grade PFT’s, addressing both the overall sixth grade curriculum as well as their individual
lessons. Support documents included a quantitative study of students, and mixed methods survey
of CRT’s. The study of students was conducted at the beginning of the school year and is utilized
to illustrate the amount of sixth graders taught, and their previous exposure to Peace First. The
midyear survey conducted of the CRT’s addressed their opinions on the curriculum and the sixth
grade CRT results are included here. All of this research is explicated and analyzed to illustrate
the specific strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum, and then utilized to provide
recommendations for an improved curriculum. In addition, the results of one interview
conducted with a principal of a Peace First school was included in a Peace First newsletter,
which is cited and emphasized in the conclusion as an explanation for the imperative need of
continued support and enhancement of Peace First implementation.

Need for Research
The United States has struggled since its founding to realize the words used when the
country declared independence. Every citizen of the United States should have “certain
unalienable rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness”
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(Jefferson, 1776). 300 years later, the country is still far from implementing these concepts for
all of its citizens. What is clear, however, is that they are not just inalienable rights, but also basic
human needs. Every single human being in this world has not only the right to live, and to feel
safe while doing so, but also the pure need for that safety. This need is particularly strong for
youth. Every student in Boston Public Schools has the right to feel safe in their school, and the
need for that safety in order to be productive and successful. Currently, safety is a privilege.
Many students’ needs are not being met. The following section explains the very clear need for
peace education with an effective curriculum by illustrating the root causes behind urban
violence and addressing how that has manifested in Boston, particularly for youth.
Cause and Effect
The United States is considered the world’s 42nd most unequal country (C.I.A., 2009).
This disparity is compounded by the sheer amount of wealth the United States has. The more
wealth a country has, the bigger the effect of the disparity. Statistically, the United States is the
richest country in the world, possessing a 38.94% share in global financial assets (Hindman,
2010). The United States possesses an overabundance of wealth, yet it is estimated that 43.6
million people live in poverty (Scherer, 2010). Furthermore, the statistics on how that wealth is
controlled are astonishing. In the United States “just 20% of the people owned a remarkable 85%
[of the wealth], leaving only 15% of the wealth for the bottom 80% (wage and salary workers)”
(Domhoff, 2011). In 2009, 14.3% of people in the United States lived in poverty, and during that
same year, statistics showed that the level of poverty among blacks and Hispanics was much
higher than the national average. Over 25% of black Americans are poor compared to 9.4% of
non-Hispanic whites. “Racial disparities in poverty result from cumulative disadvantage over
the life course, as the effects of hardship in one domain spill over into other domains” (Lin,
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2009). Historically, black Americans have been disadvantaged. They have gone from having to
fight enslavement, to fight segregation, to now fighting poverty. They have consistently been
denied that right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness and the government that is supposed
to represent them has rarely considered their basic human need of safety. The policies of the
United States over the course of the last 300 years caused this disparity between the dominant
white and minority populations, resulting in a country where “residents of a predominately black
or Hispanic neighborhood have access to roughly half as many social services as those in
predominately white neighborhoods” and “employers [are] just as likely to hire a white recently
released from prison as a black applicant with no criminal history. (Lin, 2009).
Wealth and racial inequality are the root causes of violence, and the effect these root
causes have on crime statistics is shown by the difference between St. Louis and O’Fallon, MO.
These two cities are within 45 minutes of one another; but the former is the most dangerous city
in the United States while the latter is the second safest. Besides size, the biggest differences in
these cities lie in their racial and economic make up. St. Louis is demographically made up of an
even split of white and black residents, while O’Fallon is over 95% white. The income of
O’Fallon is over $60,000 per household, while it’s under $30,000 in St. Louis (Census Bureau,
2000). The disparity of wealth and race of these cities in relation to their crime status illustrates
the affect wealth and racial inequality have on violence. It is an indicator that the residential
segregation of class and race breeds violence into specific populations. This has a tragic effect on
the youth of urban cities like Boston. One example of this is the story of Louis. D. Brown.
Boston Youth Violence
In 1978, Louis D. Brown was born in Dorchester, Massachusetts, a suburb of the city of
Boston. In 1988, when Louis was 10, there was an epidemic of drug use in Dorchester. By 1990,
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drug and gang related violence had become rampant and Boston’s homicide rate had increased
by half (Braga, 2001). This fact did not elude Louis.
Louis took that knowledge and turned it into action. He believed that he had the power to
change things and wanted to be the president of the United States. He believed that his actions
could affect others and he really wanted to set a good example. So he joined a group called
“Teens Against Gang Violence” and worked with them to introduce others to concepts of peace
and the work that was involved in making it a reality. In 1993, Louis D. Brown was on his way
to a TAGV Christmas party when he was caught in the crossfire of a gunfight. When Louis D
Brown died that day, he became another statistic in the epidemic of youth homicide that was
happening across Boston during the early 1990’s.
Louis is only one of many young victims of Boston’s inequality based violence. The
median income of the impoverished neighborhoods of Dorchester and Roxbury are half of what
the wealthy neighborhoods of Back Bay and Beacon Hill are. In 2000, Boston’s median income
was $39,629 (B.R.A. #570, 2003). Compare this with Back Bay’s above average median income
of $66,427 (B.R.A. #575, 2003) and Roxbury’s below average median income of $27,133
(B.R.A. #580, 2003) and it is very clear which area was advantaged and which was
disadvantaged. Back Bay is also 88% white (B.R.A. #575, 2003), while “in Boston, 62% of the
residents of the area spanning Roxbury, Mission Hill, Mattapan and South Dorchester are
African American” (Lin, 2009). There is a very clear racial segregation between the
neighborhoods in Boston that falls along the poverty line. This directly affects Boston Public
Schools. “In 1995 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention survey of 10 cities, some 15% of
Boston’s junior high school student sample said that they had avoided school in the past month
because they were scared—the highest such response rate among the cities surveyed” (Braga,
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2001). This didn’t change much in the next 15 years. The Boston Youth Survey of 2008
illustrated that 69% of youth had witnessed violence during the year, including fighting, being
threatened with a weapon, and being shot or shot at. It also indicated that 33% had carried a
weapon at school” (HYVPC, 2008). These statistics come from a very clear economic and racial
residential segregation. A study done by Northeastern University showed in 2010 how Boston
public schools were among the most racially segregated in the country. It further said that the
“way school districts have traditionally been set up tends to isolate minority students at
underperforming schools” (McArdle, 2010). This provides much less access to quality education
based on race in Boston, which often leaves few opportunities for them. This provides them little
alternative to the violent, yet financially lucrative gang and drug based life style. This reality
then perpetuates not only the danger of Boston schools and urban neighborhoods, but also the
stereotypes about violence, poverty and race. Peace First tries to address this reality to keep
Boston youth from becoming more statistics like Louis D. Brown.

Purpose of Research
“Peace Games” as a Community Partner
Peace First was originally founded as “Peace Games” in 1993 to respond to the startling
rise of Boston youth violence and homicide. The organization was created to approach violence
by looking at children as problem-solvers, rather than witnesses, or victims of their surroundings.
As illustrated by the aforementioned statistics, the surroundings these youth were in did not set
them up for success, so Peace Games worked at changing what they could through a twopronged model. The first prong was to teach children the concepts of conflict resolution and civic
engagement through cooperative play. The second was to provide teachers training in integrating
social and emotional learning (SEL) into their curriculum and classroom. “Combined, these
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efforts strengthen schools’ social and academic environments, creating stronger schools and
more successful students” (Dawson, 1993). With Peace Games, college volunteers, from a
curriculum that built upon itself, implemented lessons once a week during the college calendar.
The goal was that the students would retain the knowledge from grade to grade and be able to
escalate in skill and theory. For example, lessons in fourth grade on “taking a stand” and “not
being a bystander” come after the third grade curriculum of communication and cooperation
because in order to know when it’s important not to cooperate (like with peer pressure and
bullying) first you must identify what cooperation is and when it’s necessary. The model was
successful, with a study of the 2008-2009 school year (including 14 schools across three cities)
resulting in a self-reported 87% of students who rarely tease others and 81% feeling they could
comfortably walk away from a fight. A separate study done by the University of Southern
California found a 70% reduction in racial tensions at Peace First Schools (Dawson, 1993). The
program was finding successes in many areas of individual peacemaking, which was affecting
the school climate. The logical next step would be to expand to teach more often and provide
more presence and support to their teachers, so that the school climate could be affected even
more. This is why they applied for a grant to increase their implementation strategy; and because
of their successes, the United States Government awarded Peace Games a one million dollar
grant to be utilized towards expanding their program, and creating a national youth peace prize.
With this award came rebranding, and now the organization is known as Peace First, based on
the idea that before anything else, we need peace, and before youth respond any other way, they
should respond peacefully.
“Peace First” as a Community Partner
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The biggest part of the expansion of Peace First was the restructuring of implementation.
Instead of implementing the curriculum through college volunteer teachers, the organization
hired the previously mentioned PFT’s. Where previously college volunteers would only teach
one hour a week over the course of their university school year, now PFT’s teach 16 to 22 hours
a week from the very first week of school to the very last on the city public school calendar. This
provides students with at least 32 hours of Peace First curriculum versus 16, as well as a constant
presence of Peace First in their school. The hope is that through this expansion, the whole school
climate change will become more of a reality. The program is expanding on the original idea of
peace as a necessity by including it in the traditional school day. If peace is a regular part of
school, treated like science, math and other requirements and is a consistent part of students lives
it can become a part of the culture. And if the school climate can be changed from one of
bullying and intimidation to one of acceptance and peace that can ripple to change the
community climate, provide more choices for youth in marginalized neighborhoods and
exponentially grow the concept of peace as a way of life.
Limitations in Implementation
In the expansion, Peace First reassessed and redistributed their services for the 2010-2011
school year. In Boston, the program was implemented in six schools, of which four were new,
resulting in a majority of students who had never had Peace First before. This created a
disconnection from the curriculum, which was designed to build upon itself. Thus, the middle
school PFT’s were being charged with teaching concepts like identity and peer mediation in
classes where the foundational concepts of safe community, respect and communication had not
always been established. In addition, the current curriculum was refined and finalized almost ten
years ago (in 2003) and thus lacked relevance for current students, regardless of previous
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exposure to Peace First. Both of these facts, in addition to others, dictated the necessity for an
organization initiated curriculum inquiry. It was important to discover what the strengths and
weaknesses of the curriculum were in order to improve it. This was why the curriculum was such
a focus of the organizations research efforts and why the resulting recommendations are included.
Ultimately, the purpose of research, recommendation and this entire capstone is to assist future
PFT’s in providing Peace First programming that encourages the highest quality student learning
and engagement.

Overview of Structure and Theory
The results of an inquiry into any curriculum would be meaningless without first having an
understanding of what the original curriculum is. All inquiry results contained in this document
stem from an understanding of the curriculum structure and theory described below. Redesign
recommendations made are a result of this, in combination with PFT’s experience in modifying
and implementing the original curriculum to 235 sixth grade students.
Overview of the Curriculum Structure
Peace First’s curriculum is separated into two distinct categories, based on semester. The
fall semester is designed around grade-themed peace concepts and skill building, while the
spring is designed around understanding and implementing community service learning. The
primary focus of this paper, and the research done by Peace First is on the fall semester peace
skills curriculum. Peace First is introduced to students through two pre-classes. The first is an
observation week, where PFT’s observe the dynamics and interactions of their students so that
they can begin thinking about how to tailor their lessons. The second is a week where initial
Peace First surveys are administered, followed by a small introduction to PFT’s and Peace First
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through games. Subsequent Peace First lessons are an hour long and are generally structured in
the following way:
Opening Ritual
This usually offers either a component of “getting to know you better,” a
component of reiterating peace skills learned in the past, or some combination of
both. One example is the activity stand up/sit down, in which someone reads a
phrase, and if it’s true, you stand up. For example “I went to the movies this
weekend” would have everyone who went to the movies stand up, and provide an
element of commonality to start from, while “I used cooperation outside of Peace
First this week” would lead into a discussion of peace skills they’ve acquired and
how they have applied them.
Review and Introduction
In this component, the PFT’s review the major points of the previous week’s
lesson (or perhaps reiterate the key themes learned so far), and then introduce that
day’s lesson by reviewing objectives and introducing relevant vocabulary.
Main Lesson
This involves different combinations of activities, small debriefs and reflection.
There could be two activities addressing different components of the same issue
with small debriefs in between. Or there could be one in depth activity, with
debriefing occurring throughout. Reflection is often manifested through
journaling at the end of the activity. The goal of the structure is to achieve the
objectives through a balance of input of information, experiential activity and
reflection.
Overall Debrief
The class ends with an overall debrief, which addresses very clearly how each
activity brought the students to the objectives stated at the beginning of the lesson,
and also is designed to connect the lessons and concepts with the reality of the
students and their lives, as well as greater society.
Closing Ritual
• This is often an activity to close class in a positive and calming way, so that the
students are ready to move into their next subject with the CRT. One example is
“appreciations” where students and teachers share appreciations for things people
did during the lesson.

The lesson students and CRT’s experience generally follows the above structure, which was
considered a success by PFT’s. The finished product is created from a process where PFT’s
select different activities from different sources (a curriculum book, a games book, other PFT’s
lessons or personal innovations), design a lesson for a grade and then tailor that lesson for
individual class needs (as PFT’s teach several different classes of the same grade at different
14

schools). The original sixth grade curriculum includes ten lessons organized in this format, with
the following content:
Welcome to Peace First
To introduce Peace Games and Peace Games teachers,
develop guidelines to promote a positive classroom
environment, and introduce the major themes for the
semester.
Gender: Part I
Students will begin to explore the concept of gender,
gender stereotypes, and how they contribute to identity.

Culture: Part I
To create an understanding of culture, its connection to
identity and stereotypes, and its connection to
peacemaking.

Stereotypes and Peacemaking
To help students understand how stereotypes affect one's
identity; to connect stereotypes with interpersonal and
institutional violence, and with peacemaking.
Understanding and Appreciating Diversity
To help students understand and appreciate diversity; to
connect the major concepts and skills of the semester to the
goal of creating a peaceful school community; to introduce
the second semester community service projects.

Identity
To help students explore the concept of identity, aspects of their own
identities, and the ways that our identities can help us become active
peacemakers.
Gender: Part II
To help students recognize and gain a deeper understanding of gender
stereotypes; to practice switching gender roles through a role-play
activity; and to apply these new perspectives to issues of violence
prevention and peacemaking
Culture: Part II
To help students create a visual description of their own cultures; to
combine individual collages into a group portrait of the classroom to
help students appreciate the richness of their cultural diversity as a
group; to continue the discussion of how cultural diversity can promote
peacemaking.
Groups and Peacemaking
To help students understand that different groups have different social
norms, expectations and practices; that difference and diversity can be
resources for peacemaking in the school and community.
Peace First Semester Wrap Up
To review the semester, complete a cooperative project, look ahead to
the community service learning project and celebrate.

Overview of the Curriculum Theory
Genuinely effective schools— those that prepare students not only to pass tests at school
but also to pass the tests of life—are finding that social–emotional competence and
academic achievement are interwoven and that integrated, coordinated instruction in both
areas maximizes students’ potential to succeed in school and throughout their lives.
(Zins, 2006).
Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) is the cornerstone of the Peace First curriculum. It
is the foundational theory behind the existence of Peace First. This section explains what SEL is,
illustrates its success rates and clarifies why it’s important in any curriculum redesign to not only
maintain the foundation of SEL but also enhance it wherever possible. SEL is a term coined to
describe the fundamental skills needed for success in life. It is a derivative of the Emotional
Intelligence theory created and refined by psychologists Howard Gardner, Peter Salovey and
Jack Mayer and popularized by Daniel Goleman in his 1995 book Emotional Intelligence. The
15

idea behind the theory is that emotional intelligence is just as, if not more important than
intellectual intelligence as an influence and indicator of success. SEL and Emotional Intelligence
include the same major tenets of “knowing your emotions, managing your own emotions,
motivating yourself, recognizing and understanding others’ emotions and managing relationships”
(Goleman, 1995). SEL simply refines the Emotional Intelligence theory to directly address
student learning. It indicates that ultimately these are the skills that allow youth to manage anger,
become part of productive social circles, problem solve, manage conflict and make safe choices,
and that this directly affects their success in education and as a result, life. “SEL teaches the
skills we all need to handle ourselves, our relationships, and our work, effectively and ethically.”
(CASEL, 2007).
Several studies have been published on the necessity of social emotional learning as an
important component of academic success. In 1997, Wang, Haertel, and Walberg conducted a
study on the 28 categories of influence on learning (as dictated by leading handbook chapters,
research syntheses and professional surveys) and found that 8 of the 11 most influential
categories were related to social emotional learning (i.e. student-teacher social interactions,
school climate and peer group relationships) (Zins, 2006). Another study published by the
National Center of Education Statistics in 2002 showed that social and emotional
disconnectedness factored into school drop out rates. In the study, drop out factors included “not
getting along with teachers or peers (35.0% and 20.1%, respectively), feeling left out (23.2%),
and not feeling safe (12.1%)” (NCES, 2002).
Additional research has shown that social and emotional learning “benefits physical
health, improves citizenship, is demanded by employers, is essential for lifelong success, and
reduces the risk of maladjustment, failed relationships, interpersonal violence, substance abuse,
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and unhappiness” (Elias, 1997). All of this indicates that competence in social and emotional
learning affects academic and lifelong achievement, and that a lack of social emotional
intelligence as part of school curriculum and climate can result in less learning, and less
productive and happy students. “A major challenge for schools is how to make SEL a core
element of the curriculum and how to implement relevant programming with fidelity and in ways
that are sustainable” (Zins, 2006).
Boston Public Schools response to that challenge was to partner with Peace First. Peace
First uses SEL to address the conflicts between youth while also addressing the climate of
conflict in the schools as these are connected and intertwined as a manifestation of the
neighborhoods where the schools are housed.

Part III: Results and Recommendations
Curriculum Inquiry Results
Strengths of the Curriculum
The survey results highlighted many successes in the Peace First curriculum. Among
them, the goal of empathy and positive reinforcement, process of debriefing, experiential
teaching (games), and grade themes. One PFT said debriefing activities and questions were
important in order for the “kids to get the most of out of the lesson” (Fig. 1, Appendix C). PFT
Zak Gomes found that “The curriculum gave good ideas about activities in which the students
will be able to learn more about each other and their Peace First teachers who come from various
backgrounds” (Gomes, Appendix D). Another PFT indicated the success of the themes by stating
“I saw that each of my grades were struggling with the things that the curriculum was addressing
for the year” (Fig. 1, Appendix C). The sixth grade theme of identity was rated as “good” or
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better by 87.5% of CRT’s (Figure 3, Appendix B) in regards to developmental appropriateness.
PFT’s agreed with this assessment:
Talking about gender and cultural stereotypes with sixth graders is a difficult and
abstract subject and the curriculum does a good job of making these themes relatable
to the students by making the students think about their own gender, identity, and
culture. (Lemire, Appendix D).
All of these successes can be deemed as components of the SEL foundation. The cornerstone
theory of the curriculum is also its greatest strength. Because of this, it’s imperative that the
current SEL components of the curriculum are maintained, and activities are added and utilized
to enhance this core strength.
Weaknesses of the Overall Curriculum
As mentioned above, the experiential learning methods of the curriculum were seen as strengths
of the curriculum.
The core strengths of the curriculum are the games. Obviously the games are what
“sell” peace to the kids, and what gives relief to the teachers, showing the teachers
what students are capable of doing. If anything the games book should be
broadened. (Fig. 1, Appendix C).

This leads directly into one of the major flaws of the overall curriculum, particularly in the upper
elementary and middle grades:
The biggest improvement I would make to the curriculum is the absence of GAMES in
all the upper level classes in the curriculum books. In Boston, [at national training] I was
under the impression that games were critical to Peace First and built into every lesson.
Halfway through the semester, we realized that we never had time for games because the
curriculum so heavily emphasized brainstorming and discussion. (Fig. 4, Appendix C).

The lesson plans in the curriculum are designed to include activities, but the suggested activities
are often passive. The expectation is that PFT’s will choose games from other sources, such as a
Peace First published games book, co-worker innovations, or past experience. The wealth of
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knowledge offered beyond the curriculum book is certainly important to remember as it’s teacher
innovations and new games that keep class interesting. The lack of games affected student
engagement in particular, “they are often disappointed with simple discussion or group work
time” and when engagement is affected, so is learning, “I find myself feeling bad when the
majority of our time ends up being talking and brainstorming time, rather than active, and in turn
proactive time with students” (Fig. 6, Appendix C). Ultimately, there will be no student learning
if there is no student engagement and students are most engaged when there’s a combination of
passive and active. If active game suggestions were included in each lesson as options, and if
successful games were collected and the games book extended, then PFT’s would not be
“frantically searching for more exciting games to play” (Fig. 14, Appendix C).
This overall weakness also affected the sixth grade curriculum, and is included in one of
three weaknesses determined by sixth grade PFT’s at the curriculum critique workshop (Group,
Appendix D). The three weaknesses include the gap between design and reality in relation to
previous student knowledge, the organization and content of the lessons, (particularly the order
of concept introduction and lack of productive activities) and the level of superficiality in the
curriculum that is counterproductive to the goal of real understanding. All of these are discussed
more in depthly below.
Scaled Content vs. Student Reality
Of the 235 sixth grade Peace First students in Boston, 196 had never had Peace First
curriculum before. That is 83.8% and constitutes a majority of sixth grade students (Fig. 3,
Appendix A). This was considered a major weakness by sixth grade PFT’s, in student learning as
well as engagement because it is difficult for students to understand and engage in escalated
concepts, if they have never experienced the fundamentals necessary to go that deeply. “In many
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ways 6th graders were not respectful and responsible enough to have organized classroom
discussions about identity, culture and gender because they may not have been exposed to it in
the past” (Gomes, Appendix D). This made it necessary for the teachers to include alternative
lessons and activities to bridge the gap of knowledge. In the original curriculum, the first lesson
on “Welcome to Peace First” includes the following:
Opening (15 Minutes)
• Teacher Introductions
• Peace First Introduction
Focus (30 Minutes)
• Name Toss (class name game)
• Classroom expectations and responsibilities (contract)
• Sixth Grade Themes
Closing (15 Minutes)
• Peace Games Passports (Journaling)
• Evaluation and Farewell (Closing Ritual)
With the assessment that students were missing fundamentals like respect, it’s unwise to include
a classroom contract before determining their level of respect because a contract without respect
will include no follow through, which can be damaging to class health. The introductory lesson
is also immediately followed by the first lesson on identity. This would work, if the students had
experienced Peace First before, and are familiar with the format. Since they are not, they may not
be comfortable enough with themselves, or each other to jump directly in. “Students will be
skeptical because of how the curriculum jumps into identifying identity. I believe there could be
a lesson before this to ease their way into two lessons which will deal directly with their identity”
(Gomes, Appendix A).
Organization of Content
Though the themes of the sixth grade were deemed strong, the organization of the content
was considered a weakness, including both the order of the lessons and the mode in which
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content was supposed to be taught. In regards to the organizational order, PFT’s felt one of “the
greatest shortfalls of this grade [is] that it is poorly organized.” (Fiedorek, Appendix D).
One example is that “the gender lesson is many lessons ahead of the stereotype lesson, which is a
problem because it is setting up to confront gender stereotypes before they ever have a lesson on
what a stereotype is” (Lemire, Appendix D). This was an issue not just because gender and
cultural stereotypes were being taught before the topic of stereotypes was introduced. The topic
of gender stereotypes was being used as a way to introduce the topic of gender. This can be seen
in the “group poem” activity designated in one of the original gender lessons. The goal in this
activity is to write a poem, as a group, divided by sex. The females write a poem that starts with
“a boy is…” while the males would write one starting with “a girl is…” This activity clearly sets
up the possibility for stereotypes, which would result in a lesson on stereotypes instead of gender,
and provides the possibility for seeing gender in a negative way from the very start.
The mode in which the content was taught was also questioned in the inquiry. As found
for the overall curriculum, the middle school PFT’s found there was a lack of games: “It does not
have enough games that work to teach the concepts” (Gasparrini, Appendix D). They also found
that the activities that were in the curriculum were not always age appropriate: “A lot of the
activities in the curriculum are ones that sixth graders would not want to do” (Fiedorek,
Appendix D). In the same initial gender lesson is an activity using “gingerbread man” cutouts to
share ideas around gender stereotypes. It was an activity that the PFT’s did not think would work
with their students. “If I handed out a paper with a ginger bread man to my sixth grade students
they would not respond well because it is simply not age appropriate for them” (Lemire,
Appendix D.) This required the teaching teams to search and add more active activities to
improve student engagement. (Fiedorek, Appendix D).
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Depth of Content
In the anonymous midyear survey of PFT’s, one person addressed what they thought was
a lack of depth in the overall curriculum in terms of peace education, by saying:
…the exercises and lessons seem largely neutral on issues related to power restorative
justice and varying unaddressed needs that might cause a conflict. While it’s important
for students in all grades to be able to make good choices in addressing surface level
empathy for emerging emotions or isolated incidents, I feel that conversations on
addressing and repairing harm beyond “I’m sorry” or apologies and compliments in the
larger community would be a sustainable skill.
(Fig. 5, Appendix C).
This concern was echoed by the sixth grade PFT’s. The concepts of identity, stereotypes, gender
and culture are so full of complexities and depth that there are entire fields of research dedicated
to them. The curriculum does a very good job of making the themes accessible to sixth grade
students, but when combining this accessibility with such a wide focus, it loses much of the
depth inherent in the subject. The PFT’s found that the students did have an understanding of the
topics, but it was at best, very basic and generally shallow, keeping the students from having a
deeper understanding of any of the topics because of the focus on just the black and white of so
many. Having a curriculum designed with an array of topics in only one semester made it so that
the curriculum “does not spend enough time on any one of these themes to enable students to
think critically about the issues that affect them or their community” (Gasparrini, Appendix D).
One specific example is in the way that the concept of gender is taught. Upon initial
lesson design, there did not seem to be a differentiation in the curriculum book between sex and
gender. In all of the activities in the gender lessons, gender seemed to be defined as being male
or female. “If Peace First is looking to teach through a social justice lens then it needs to make
sure its lessons are not reinforcing socially constructed binaries to students” (Lemire, Appendix
D). Gender is determined socially, and this is an important lesson for students, particularly when
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youth can often be teased for not prescribing to gender norms. “When teachers teach that gender
is something that is fixed and is the same as a biological sex, they are alienating these already
vulnerable students even more” (Lemire, Appendix D). The difference between sex and gender
should be taught, especially if the topic is gender as part of identity (Group, Appendix D).

Recommendations for Redesign
There were many innovations and successes by the sixth grade PFT’s in the classroom
during the peace skills semester. The resulting recommendations come from a compilation of
successful activities from the PFT’s best lessons (as self-assessed) in combination with the
inquiry analysis results. Included in this is the goal of keeping the strengths of the existing
curriculum intact, while addressing the weaknesses.
Recommendations for Organization
As illustrated in the inquiry, the organization and order of lessons is extremely important
to the success of the sixth grade curriculum. In its current state, “It does not seem clear WHAT
the peacemaking skills are that are supposed to be learned. If that is made more clear, [the skills]
might have a chance of being learned by the students” (Gasparrini, Appendix D). In spirit, the
original curriculum focused all lessons and subthemes specifically around identity, the main
theme of the year. In reality, the written curriculum the PFT’s received did not contain enough
direction, organization and suggestion to achieve this goal and the result was so superficial, that
none were addressed deeply, and the focus of identity was lost. Addressing this, it’s
recommended to organize the curriculum into four sections, Part I: Introduction and Safe
Classrooms, Part II: Exploring Identity, Part III: Identity and Peacebreaking, and Part IV:
Celebrating Identity and Peacemaking.
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Part I: Introduction and Safe Classrooms should include 2 pre-lessons (observation and
survey weeks) with specific instructions to maximize students and CRT’s first exposure to Peace
First, as well as two introductory lessons in regards to teambuilding, expectations and
establishing safe classroom spaces. Part II: Exploring Identity should contain four lessons
specifically dedicated to different components of identity, including gender and culture. Part III:
Identity and Peacebreaking addresses the areas of inclusion/exclusion and stereotypes (with a
clear identity focus). Finally, Part IV: Celebrating Identity and Peacemaking teaches students
concrete skills on interrupting the identity related peacebreaking they’ve discussed and includes
a final lesson on celebrating everything they’ve accomplished that semester. This four-section
recommendation is an attempt at effectively organizing the curriculum in a more specific way to
better direct new PFT’s on matching the reality of classroom learning with that original
conceptual spirit. Included here is an overview of the curriculum which illustrates the purpose
and intended outcomes of each lesson, followed by specific recommendations for each section of
the curriculum, including explanatory recommendations and sample lessons and activities.
Curriculum Overview
Part I: Introductions and Safe Classrooms
Pre-lesson A: Observation Week
Purpose: To observe students in their classroom, assessing student behavior, classroom routines, and
teacher behavior management strategies.
Indicators/Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, students will:
• Know what Peace First is, and that they will be receiving it all year.
• Know their Peace First Teacher’s names.
• Know why their Peace First teachers are observing.
Pre-lesson B: Survey Week
Purpose: To administer the Peace First initial survey to students and utilize the remaining time to
introduce Peace First.
Indicators/Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, students will:
• Have completed the Peace First survey
• Have a basic understanding of what Peace First is, and isn’t.
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Lesson 1: Introduction to Peace First
Purpose: To introduce Peace First and its teachers as well as begin building relationships both between
teachers and students and among students.
Indicators/Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, students will:
• Explain the purpose of Peace First to another person.
• Have learned something new about a classmate.
• Discussed the concept of peacemaking and what it means to them.
Lesson 2: Safe and Respectful Classroom Spaces
Purpose: To discuss the concept of respect as it relates to each student and address what a safe classroom
is based out of what elements of respect students deem important.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Be aware of each other’s opinions on different aspects of respect
• Individually pledge help and admit needs to the class based on their own strengths and
weaknesses.
• Help create a classroom understanding of safety by establishing guidelines of respect and
behavior.

Part II: Exploring Identity
Lesson 3: Personal Identity
Purpose: To introduce, explain and explore the concept of identity by discussing the general aspects of
identity and how these manifest in each individual in the class. Secondarily, to establish how student’s
identity influences peacemaking.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Know the components that make up a person’s identity
• Name positive aspects of their own identities
• Begin thinking about how their identities inform their peacemaking.
Lesson 4: Cultural Identity
Purpose: Continue exploring individual identity, in relation to culture and to help the students appreciate
the richness of their class cultural diversity by sharing identities.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Recognize how culture affects/informs identity
• Learn about the culture of a classmate.
• Recognize and appreciate cultural diversity in the classroom, and realize their classroom
is a community.
Lesson 5: Introducing Gender Identity
Purpose: To introduce the concept of gender identity and identify its influences on our identity.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Know the difference between gender and sex
• Celebrate gender as part of our identity.
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Lesson 6: Community Identity
Purpose: To connect individual identity with group identity and determine how we affect our groups and
how our groups affect us.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Identify how groups are communities and how communities are part of their identity.
• Identify the many diverse groups they are part of and think about their roles in those
groups.
• Identifying how each individual, including themselves, positively or negatively affect
their communities.

Part III: Identity and Peacebreaking
Lesson 7: Inclusion and Exclusion
Purpose: To define inclusion and exclusion, and determine how community identity affects the way
students include and exclude.
Students will:
• Be able to define, identify and discuss inclusion and exclusion and connect it to real
world examples.
• Have shared how they’ve included and excluded people as well as how they’ve been
included and excluded and how that relates to peacemaking and peacebreaking behavior.
• Identify ways of interrupting exclusion and being inclusive.
Lesson 8: Introducing Stereotypes
Purpose: To familiarize students with what “stereotypes” are and illustrate how people can be
stereotyped by their identities.
Students will:
• Define and identify what a stereotype is.
• Relate the concept of stereotypes to identity.
• Relate the concept of stereotypes to inclusion and exclusion
Lesson 9: Exploring Stereotypes
Purpose: To focus more deeply on different aspects of stereotypes, particularly gender and cultural
stereotypes.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Look at stereotypes from a more personal perspective.
• Analyze society’s impact on the view of gender, culture and identity
• Discuss ways stereotypes can be interrupted.

Part IV: Identity and Peacemaking
Lesson 10: Interrupting Peacebreaking Behaviors, Part I
Purpose: To discuss, discover and enact ways of interrupting peacebreaking behaviors like stereotypes
and exclusion.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Think about how stereotypes, inclusion and exclusion play part in the issues of our
communities, and how it impacts peacemaking and peacebreaking.
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•

Brainstormed and practiced ways of interrupting stereotypes.

Lesson 11: Interrupting Peacebreaking Behaviors, Part II
Purpose: To review semester concepts by illustrating examples, ideas and ways to interrupt
peacebreaking behaviors.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Have illustrated knowledge in how to interrupt peacebreaking behaviors like inclusion,
exclusion, and stereotypes.
Lesson 12: Celebrating Diverse Identities and Peacemaking
Purpose: To celebrate the students as diverse, individual peacemakers.
Indicators/Outcomes
Students will:
• Be able to identify one way in which their classmates are peacemakers.
• Identify several ways in which they themselves are peacemakers.
• Identify the tools they have to discourage peacebreaking in themselves and others.

Introducing Peace First and Establishing Safer Classrooms
Recommendations
As indicated in “scaled content vs. student reality” the majority of sixth grade students have
not received years of Peace First when they first step into a sixth grade Peace First classroom.
For most, this year was their first exposure. This was a year of expansion for Peace First and if
the model continues to be successful; it will not be the last year of expansion. As they expand,
more schools will be added. Thus, there will constantly be new sixth grade Peace First students.
In addition, for students who have received years of Peace First, readdressing certain concepts
will simply provide them reinforcement and the ability to go deeper. As such, it’s recommended
to have the first part of the year address “Introduction and Safe Classrooms.” These lessons are
about providing every single student the best chance to engage and understand what they are
being taught by establishing classroom relationships based on safety and trust.
In students’ introduction to Peace First, there are two pre-weeks that are not considered
actual lessons. The very first presence of Peace First in the classroom is an observation week,
and the second is the week where initial surveys are given. In the initial PFT experience, there
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was a lack of emphasis on the importance of these two weeks. This created missed opportunities
in relation to effective Peace First beginnings. As a result, it’s recommended that the curriculum
include two concrete and explicit pre-lessons with directions and tips for these two weeks.
During the observation week, PFT’s were given a one page sheet with instructions on
observation (things to watch for), as well as a sheet to give to the CRT with questions. The
majority of emphasis of these was on student personality and interaction. There was little to no
emphasis on the importance of observation and PFT to CRT communication related to behavior
management. This should be a large component in the directions for the observation pre-lesson,
as it can help the PFT have an early advantage in setting up a safe classroom space. Similarly,
the survey implementation provided some inconsistent information on what Peace First was
about. PFT’s implemented the survey, and once finished were instructed to utilize the remainder
of class to play games with the students as an introduction to Peace First. As referenced before,
PFT’s originally were under the perception that games were the primary mode through which
topics of peace would be taught, and inquiry results included a request from a PFT for “‘a heads
up’ warning or more training about modifying the curriculum” (Fig. 4, Appendix C). This
miscommunication was then passed on to students, and the resulting ideas after survey week
became “Peace First is a time when we play games!” This concept was not matched by the
curriculum, and created confusion and pressure for the PFT’s. Though the lack of games is a
separate weakness of the curriculum, managing expectations is also an important aspect of Peace
First introduction. Specific instructions and set up for these two pre-weeks in the curriculum will
provide clearer and more effective ways of introducing Peace First to students, as well as CRT’s.
In addition to assisting PFT’s in learning behavior management techniques that are already
effective to students, it would provide building blocks for effective CRT/PFT relationships. In
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addition to having been mentioned on the CRT survey (Figure 2, Appendix B); these were also
two of the area’s most middle school PFT’s indicated as a training need (Figs. 11 & 12,
Appendix C). Thus, this would include tips on those areas directly in the curriculum.
Continuing from the pre-lesson set up, the first two official lessons of the curriculum should
be specific to team-building and safe classroom spaces. Without proper and due focus on
creating a space where students feel safe, there can be no expectation of discussion on complex
and personal topics like identity. The first step in creating a safe space is building relationships,
both between teacher and student, and among students. This is why what was originally one
lesson on introducing teachers, concepts and creating a contract, should be extended to two
initial lessons (and a recommendation for a “get to know you” opening activity at the beginning
of every lesson, the entire semester.) It’s recommended that the first lesson, “Introduction to
Peace First” include both active and passive activities, to continue consistent implementation
(rather than being solely games and perpetuating the “Peace First is Games!” concept, or solely
passive and ignoring the request for more games from the PFT’s). Included should be games for
students and teachers to learn about one another, and then a passive, writing activity addressing
students own ideas on peace, and what being a peacemaker means as the segue into introducing
the sixth grade themes. By including students in the introduction, the hope is that they will
realize that their input is not only valued, but expected in Peace First class. The second lesson
includes activities to determine individual emphasis on different types of respect as well as
recommendations on student led classroom expectations and responsibilities. The goal of this
emphasis on in depth introduction and safe space creation is that students will feel more
comfortable discussing personal topics. It extends the introduction to SEL, and thereby maintains
and enhances one of the strengths of the curriculum. It also addresses the PFT concern that
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delving into identity too quickly is detrimental in such a way that “the curriculum in the 6th grade
can be misinterpreted to feel like an attack on [students] personal lives” (Gomes, Appendix D).
By spending more time on creating a safe space and building relationships, students will feel
more comfortable in discussing their own identity with one another.
Sample Activities
Please Note: Though the activities included in the explanatory recommendations in the body of
the capstone are also included in this sample, they are not described a second time. Similarly, the
purpose and objectives of each lesson have not been repeated either.
Pre-Lesson A: Observation Week
It is recommended that Peace First collect tips from the PFT’s in relation to this week.
Preliminary Tips:
• Meet with your teacher before and after the observation, both to ask them what they think you
should pay attention to, and what their behavior management strategy is (as well as to discuss
your observations with them.)
• Make sure you introduce yourself to the class and let them know who you are and why you’re
there (not all teachers will automatically do this, you may have to ask).
• Pay special attention to how the students are working together (who distracts each other, who
help each other, etc…)
• Learn the teacher’s behavior management style and figure out ways to include it in your class, the
more consistent routines are for your students, the easier your job will be.
Pre-Lesson B: Survey Week
It is recommended that Peace First collect tips from the PFT’s in relation to this week.
Preliminary Tips:
• Explain very clearly what the survey is for, who will be taking it, who will be reading it, etc…
• Make sure the teachers understand the scope of the survey, particularly the questions asking about
student opinion on teachers (the teachers should also not be present during the questions about
student’s feelings about their teachers).
Full Lesson Sample
This is provided specifically to give an idea of what a lesson should look like and is the only full lesson
included, all other lessons will only include activity recommendations and sample debrief questions.
Lesson 1: Introduction to Peace First
Lesson Overview
Purpose: To introduce Peace First and its teachers, develop guidelines to promote a positive classroom
environment, and introduce the major themes for the semester.
Indicators/Outcomes
By the end of this lesson, students will:
• Explain the purpose of Peace First to another person.
• Know each PF teacher’s name and something unique about them
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•

Know what the theme of the sixth grade is.

Key Vocabulary
Peacemaker: A person who makes peace, takes a stand for what he/she believes in, helps others and
works to make his or her community a more just place.
Community: A group of people brought together for a common purpose by a common background. (This
could be by location, relationship, values, religion or heritage).
Tips:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Have your games book handy while planning lessons, as we will provide suggestions for
activities with limited instructions only, and more detailed instructions (and other games that you
may prefer) can be found in the games book.
For the utmost fairness in selecting students for activities, develop a way of selecting them so that
it’s random, but names are removed once they’ve gone.
o Example: Have students write their name down on a piece of paper. Each activity you’ll
put it in a hat/cup/bucket. Once you’ve pulled out a name and that student has
participated, write their name down on a list you keep. Every time you do an activity
make sure to remove the names of the students who have already gone for that activity.
Minute counts are guidelines. Transition times will be different depending on your class, and
length of activities will as well. Be flexible, and decide ahead of time, if you’re running on less
time than you expected, what will you shorten or cut? And if you’re running faster, what can you
insert/lengthen?
Often Peace First activities require desks to be moved to make space for movement. Think about
how you’re going to do this quickly and safely, and when you ask the students to do so, always
make sure they listen to the directions and repeat back to you the two key concepts of moving
desks (quietly and safely) before they move anything. (they will try to move as soon as you say,
we have to move our desks). Suggested statement “When I say go, but NOT yet, we are going
to….”
One possible way to save on time is to introduce a silent symbol indicating, “I agree.” This will
keep students from commenting every time they agree with something, as well as create a visual
for students to see when people agree with what they’re saying or like what they like. Examples:
sign language applause, raise the roof, certain number of fingers, etc…)
Go through your lesson once you’ve planned it and make a list of required supplies, this way
you’ll know exactly what you need to bring/make/etc…

Lesson Plan
Objective: To introduce the themes, methods and teachers and students of Peace First and start our
journey!
Agenda Summary
Opening (20 Min)
• Welcome (10)
• Opening Ritual (10)
Focus: (30 Min)
• Teacher Introduction (5)
• Student Introduction (10)
• Peace First Introduction (15)
Closing (10 Min)
• Closing Debrief (5)
• Closing Ritual (5)
Opening (20 Min)
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Welcome (10 Minutes)
• The focus of the whole lesson is introducing yourself and Peace First to the class, this is more of a
welcome than introduction.
• Say Hello, Tell them your name, a succinct explanation of the organization
• Explain the objectives of the class, the agenda, and the key vocabulary
• Describe the structure of each class, so that the students are aware that each week will be the
same, and they know what to expect.
Opening Ritual (10 Min)
• Explain that every week this semester will start with the same opening activity, that we call an
opening “ritual.”
• Ask them if they know what a ritual is, if not, explain it, so they have a very clear understanding
of the word “ritual.”
• Explain that activities in Peace First are meant to be fun, but also to be learned from, so while
they’re doing the ritual that they should be thinking about what we get out of it, and what
works/doesn’t.
• Things to keep in mind:
o The rituals are consistent because they mark the beginning and ending of Peace First.
o Traditionally rituals mark special occasions, and in this case, Peace First is a time where
we will do things a little different from the traditional school day, so in a way it’s a
special occasion, though it’s also as important, and important to take it seriously.
o Peace First opening rituals are designed to illustrate characteristics the students are
hopefully exhibiting all class (paying attention, communication, cooperation, listening,
patience, etc…) So it’s important to pull those out of the activity at the end through an
activity debrief, and indicate one of the reasons we do the activity is so that they start of
class the same way we want them to be the entire time.
• Opening Ritual Suggestions
o Rainstorm: The entire group will simulate the sounds of a rainstorm, by making sounds
with their hands and feet at prescribed times. Required skills for the game:
cooperation/teamwork, paying attention, patience, listening.
 Debrief Question Possibilities: What did that sound like to you? What made it
sound that way? What worked about that activity? What didn’t? What did you
have to do in order to make it work/make it work better next time? What skills do
you think you use in the game? If just one people did all of the motions on their
own, would it still sound like a rainstorm? How can these skills be useful to you
in this class and other classes?
o Humming Game: One person is selected to go outside, while the other students will select
an item and guide that person to the item by humming. (You can let them pick the song
they hum as a guide to age the game up a bit). Required Skills: cooperation,
communication, helping, patience, listening.
 Debrief Question Possibilities: What was hard about being the guided person?
What was hard about guiding the person? What worked? What didn’t? What did
you have to do/will you have to do to make it work? If someone hummed
incorrectly, or was distracting, what would happen? If everyone cooperated, what
would happen? How do we/should we do these things in the future?
Focus (30 Min)
Teacher Intro (5 Min)
• This is where you can give a more in depth introduction of yourself to the class, so that they not
only get a feel of who you are, but why you’re here.
• Activity Suggestions:
o Share the stories that brought you to peace work (personal experience with violence/anti-
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violence), something personal that really lets them see your passion for peace and youth.
Share art, or a poem, or something that illustrates a community you’re proud to be part
of, and connect that to your hopes for their community.
o Let them ask you questions.
o If you’re a teaching pair, you can play snowball limited to teachers (you’ll each write
several facts about yourself before class, crumple them up and then pass them to several
students during this section, allowing them to be read, and students to guess who the fact
is about).
Student Intro (10 Min)
• This is designed for you to get a better understanding of your students, but also to remind students
that even if they’ve known each other for a long time; that people can always surprise you and
that no one knows everything about someone.
• Suggested Activities:
o Name Game: Name Toss, Names in Motion, Name Whip, Name Associations.
o Human Bingo (bingo with facts instead of numbers where students wander around the
classroom finding people who fit the prescribed fact).
o Student Interview (pair up the students and have them find out 3 facts they didn’t know
before in 1 minute about their partner
o Snowball (Similar to the above description, only with students writing down facts and
then guessing who they are about).
o Big Wind Blows (an active game involving identifying similarities and differences
among classmates).
Peace First Introduction (15 Min)
• This is about an in depth look at what Peace First is about, and what the students could get out of
it.
• Reiterate what you explained about the organization in the beginning, making sure to make it
clear that this is about not just making the classroom a safe and peaceful space, but the school
climate as well. Every single student in school gets peace first, and the goal of the organization is
to increase peacemaking and reduce peacebreaking (explain what these are).
• Describe the sixth grade theme of identity, specifically what determines our identity, how our
identity affects others, and how our actions, both positive and negative affect each other's
identities. We’ll address sub-themes that influence our identity such as gender, culture and
community, and we’ll address peacebreaking and peacemaking in relation to our identity with the
subtheme of stereotypes. The goal is that by the end of the semester students will have a good
understanding of the diversity of identities that exist within their class, why that is important and
how it contributes to peacemaking.
• Suggested Activity:
o Anonymous Brainstorm (Each student gets a piece of paper, and on that they write the
answer to a question, anonymously), then you collect them all, redistribute and read out
what students wrote, putting key words on the board. Possible questions: What is a
peacemaker? What’s a peaceful act you’ve committed this week? What does respecting
you look like?
o This is to get an understanding of what students already think of when they think about
peacemaking, and will prepare them for next week’s lesson.
Closing (10 Min)
Closing Debrief (5 Min)
• This is a shortened version of the overall debrief that will accompany every lesson. It’s a place for
you to tie everything together and really try to reiterate understanding of the topics. Let them
know here next week we’ll be working on a contract for a safe classroom, and ask them to start
thinking about what they need to feel comfortable sharing in class.
o
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Possible debrief questions: Name something we did today and how it related to peace.
Name something new you learned about a classmate today. What is the theme of the sixth
grade peace first curriculum? Are there any questions you want to ask?
Closing Ritual (5 Min)
• This is the way every class will end. The goal is to have it always end on a positive note, and to
build community at the same time. (With some closing rituals, the closing debrief could be part of
it.)
• Suggested Activities:
o Appreciations: Provide space for students to share appreciations of one another and
teachers. As a teacher share an appreciation of the class.
o Journals: Closing class on a question related to the lesson for students to write, and
having one student share. (If you decide to do journals, make sure to make them and
bring them to class).
o Stand Up/Sit Down: Asking questions about things you learned about students, and
having students who have that in common, stand up. Including also questions about being
peacemakers. Possible Questions: Someone said today a peacemaker is someone who….
Stand up if you agree. If you liked rainstorm, stand up. If you learned something new
about a classmate today, stand up… (etc…)
• Thank them for a good class and remind them to think about things for the contract next week.
o

Lesson 2: Safe and Respectful Classroom Spaces
Opening Activities (Focus on Trust):
• Let’s Make a Deal: In this activity, students are in a circle, with one person in the middle. As
students make eye contact with one another around the circle, they commit to “changing spaces”
with the person in the middle trying to move into the spot as they are switching. The game
involves a measurement of trust; because if you “make a deal” with someone, you are trusting
that they will move when they are supposed to so that you can take their spot. It leads into the
concept of respect and following through on commitments.
• Humming Game (you trust your class to lead you to the right item, and to respect you and help
you succeed).
To discuss the concept of respect as it relates to students:
The Respect Continuum
• One side of the room is designated as “Really Disrespectful” and one side is designated as
“Really Respectful.” The areas in between should be explained as a continuum that students
should place themselves on, so the middle would be a statement or behavior students think is
neutral or could go either way.
• For example, if you read the statement “Following Directions” students will place themselves on
the continuum closest to where they fall.
• Sample situations to say during the activity include:
o Someone takes something from your desk without asking
o Someone purposely calls you by the wrong name
o Someone lends you something you need
o Someone asks your opinion
o People explain their decisions, especially when they affect you.
o Someone insults your culture.
o Someone directly interrupts you while you’re speaking
o People don’t listen while you’re speaking
o Someone disagrees with you
• Once students have arranged themselves on the continuum, ask them questions about where
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they’ve placed themselves. For example, why does it bother some people if you take something
without asking, but not others? If it isn’t disrespectful to disagree with someone, what can make it
respectful or disrespectful? Why do you or don’t you care about people explaining their
decisions?
• This activity should include a conversation about how different people put different levels of
importance on situations. I may see something as very disrespectful, that someone else doesn’t
really care about. Knowing what our classmates care about in terms of respect can help us create
a more respectful environment. At the same time, there are some things that should be followed
for a respectful classroom, no matter what (like raising our hands when we want to say
something, and waiting to be called on).
Activities to Set Up Safe Classroom:
• General Classroom Contract Brainstorm
o Using the respect continuum, brainstorm different rules that should be included in a
classroom behavior contract, so that everyone feels comfortable speaking.
• Hopes and Fears
o Utilize the respect continuum to show that different people care about different things
when in a group, and this can create confusion when people are trying to speak up.
Now that the students know a little about what they care about in terms of respect,
they’re going to be given the anonymous opportunity to discuss what they hope
fellow students will do, and what they’re afraid might happen. For example: I might
hope that everyone will listen to each other, but fear that someone will make fun of
what I have to say if they disagree.
o Have the students write down their hope on one colored piece of paper, and their fear
on another, both anonymous. Then mix them up and give students one of each
(remind them that because they’re anonymous, if they get their own just to remain
silent, because no one will know it’s theirs since it was randomly handed out). Then
have students read them off, and use your designated “I Agree” symbol to indicate
when a hope or fear is shared.
o As you’re reading these, write the hopes and fears on a big sheet of paper as the
classroom hopes and fears, so that it can be displayed and students are reminded what
they all hope and fear, to inform student behavior.
o There are variations of this activity, where utilizing the same logic address “Needs
and Commitments” or “Expectations and Responsibilities.”
• Student Rights and Consequences
o Split the students into groups and ask each group to brainstorm 2 “rights” they think
the class should have. Examples “Everyone has the right to be heard” or “Everyone
has the right to share their opinion without fear of disrespect.”
o Have the groups share out, and ask students follow up questions about the rights
other groups have shared. What does that mean to you? Is being heard different from
being listened to? Why is this right important?
o End with the idea “Your rights end where mine begin.” Explaining to students what
that means. Every student has the right to what they just brainstormed, however, if
they violate someone else’s rights, they lose their rights and have to accept the
consequences of their choice (work with teachers to utilize consequences already
included in their class time).

Exploring Identity
Recommendations
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The focus of the first recommended section paves the way for lessons addressing
different aspects of identity in respectful and more meaningful ways. The next lessons are
directly from the original curriculum, with a change in organization and focus. The hope is that
the original success illustrated by PFT’s that “The grade was able to gain a better understanding
of realizing the importance of identity and how each individual has a different identity” (Gomes,
Appendix D) will be enhanced by a more targeted focus on different aspects of identity.
In the original curriculum’s identity lesson the two primary activities were an identity
web brainstorm (to discover different components of identity) and a follow up activity entitled
“identity statements.” This is another example of spirit and reality conflicting within the lesson
plan. Defining and exploring identity are the exact ways that the theme should be introduced; the
activities just didn’t always land. In the second focused activity the students were asked to write
“identity statements” which utilized the words from the original web. For example, if the web
said “clothing” (as a part of identity) the statement could be “clothing can show the music you
like.” During implementation PFT’s found that “the identity statements [activity] was kind of
redundant” with students wondering “‘didn't we just do this on the previous activity?’ They
didn't see the use in putting the information from the identity web in sentences” (E&A, Appendix
D). There are many other, fantastic identity activities that could be utilized in this lesson to help
students understand what makes up their identity. One activity inserted by a teaching team was
an “identity circle” where students would be given a circle to designate different “slices” as
aspects of their identity, based upon the general components listed on the board from the web
activity. For example, if the web said “music” the students could write “hip-hop” as one of their
slices (if they considered hip-hop a part of their identity). This innovation, along with other
similar activities (included in the sample curriculum) is a recommendation because the spirit of
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the original lesson remained intact, while the new activity inspired more student engagement.
This activity also provided students connection to the other upcoming lessons, as when one PFT
team included it, they found that “Many of the students put their gender on their circle as part of
their identity. This provided us with a way to connect gender” (E&A, Appendix D). This
example indicates that the activity could provide connection to other lessons as well.
The original lessons on culture were successful in both design and reality. PFT Andre
Sparrow found that addressing the subtheme of culture within identity created a stronger bond
between students, directly affecting their engagement (Sparrow, Appendix D). Therefore, the
recommendation is to keep it intact, but to reduce it to one lesson. The aforementioned weakness
of trying to focus on so many themes “does not enable students to have a deep understanding of
any of those themes, or an understanding beyond the black and white basics” (Gasparrini,
Appendix D), so it’s recommended that both the culture and the gender lessons are shortened to
“aspects of identity” rather than in depth exploration. This serves the curriculum because it
provides more time to discuss identity in connection to peacemaking and peacebreaking, yet still
discusses the concepts of culture and gender as important aspects of identity. For the culture
lesson, the original lessons included a collage activity where students create a visual
representation of their own culture (after culture has been defined and discussed in the opening
review and introduction) to create a larger collage included all the students’ squares as a
representation of the diverse culture within the class. This is a great activity that was considered
a strength by PFT’s, who said “the cultural collage activity allowed students to think deeply
about their own culture and visually represent what made their own culture special and unique.
Only after the students had thought about their own culture were they asked to think about other
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cultures on a large level” (Lemire, Appendix D). It’s recommended this activity be maintained
and utilized as the bulk of the lesson.
It’s already been recommended that the lessons on gender be reduced to one lesson
specific to gender as an aspect of identity. Unlike the culture lesson however, the content in this
case also needs adjustment. It was a PFT critique that the original lessons did not teach gender in
an appropriate way. They felt the lessons negatively slanted the concept by teaching gender
through gender stereotypes. Instead, this lesson should focus specifically on defining gender and
addressing how it is included in identity. Upon further examination, the definition of gender in
the original curriculum, does address the societal construction of gender. It defines gender as the
“social, cultural, and behavioral set of characteristics that often defines how a person is supposed
to act and feel as a male or female.” Yet, this definition did not come across to PFT’s, though it
was written on the page. Likely, this was because the majority of the lesson plan is dedicated to
stereotype focused activities, so much so, that the definition did not stand out. PFT’s agreed with
the definition, and believed that “Gender should be taught as being determined socially; it is the
societal meaning assigned to male and female. This is something that our students can
understand and it is vitally important” (Lemire, Appendix D). They just couldn’t discern what
exactly it was they were supposed to teach because of the way the lesson was planned, both in
design, and content. As a result, the recommendation is to keep the definition, and change the
rest. The activities in the original two lessons were the “gingerbread man” and “group poem.”
The limitations of those activities have been addressed, and in the initial group critique, the
recommendation was to “get rid of gender poem” (because it teaches gender through stereotypes).
Similarly, the gingerbread man activity should not continue to be included because the goal of
student engagement is not served by providing them such an age inappropriate activity. Instead
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it’s recommended, after discussing what gender is, to allow time for exploration of how gender
impacts one’s own identity. This could be achieved in different ways. The main activity could be
a discussion of gender; both in single and mixed sex groups depending on what teachers believe
will be most productive. This activity was utilized by at least one PFT team and considered
something that worked really well (A&P, Appendix D). One caveat being that splitting into
single sex groups must be handled with a very conscious eye on the limitations of categorizing
students in such a defined gendered way. Another possible activity could be a “found poem”
where they look at newspaper and magazine representations of gender and cut out the words to
create a poem to respond and illustrate how they feel about their own gender. Though it is
recommended not to use activities that directly utilize stereotypes to teach gender; stereotypes
are likely to arise during any activity, and they should be addressed. The focus should be on
explaining and exploring identity first and then addressing stereotypes if and when they arise,
rather than using stereotypes as a way of explaining and exploring identity. By flipping the order
in that way, students will see gender as a positive and complex aspect of their identity, but also
begin to think about how it associates with peacebreaking, creating links to future lessons on that
exact topic.
The final lesson in this section is taken from “groups and peacemaking,” the eighth
lesson of the original curriculum. As mentioned previously, the purpose of the initial lesson is
“to help students understand that different groups have different social norms, expectations and
practices; that difference and diversity can be resources for peacemaking in the school and
community.” The lesson prescribes that students will focus on listing groups they are part of and
exploring the norms of those groups. This is an important lesson for students as we are all part of
different groups, and “when we belong to a group, we are likely to derive our sense of identity, at
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least in part, from that group” (Chen, 2009). Recommendations for modification include
renaming the lesson “Community Identity,” and providing more activity options, including ones
that provide a more personal slant.
Changing the name from “groups and peacemaking” to “community identity” not only
continues the emphasis on identity, but provides an opportunity to emphasize the vocabulary
term “community.” This would be beneficial because the second semester is focused specifically
on community service learning (CSL) projects. Exploring the concept of community early in the
first semester would provide an understanding of one of the second semester key concepts. This
opportunity to include references to the second semester was a recommendation by PFT’s. “It
doesn’t talk about CSL at all in the curriculums of the first semester, [and it] could do a better
job with setting kids up for CSL and building relevancy” (Fig. 3, Appendix C). The activity in
the original lesson splits the class into three groups with different norms to play a card game.
Each group has its own norms (different rules about the ability to speak, and what the rules of the
card game are) and the activity could provide rich conversation on how different groups
communicate. It’s a good suggestion, particularly for classes that need a more surface lesson that
can then link to personal identity in the lesson debrief. An additional activity that can be included
in the curriculum involves students utilizing creative expression to represent their own
communities. Students are asked to develop a representation of their community, with creative
freedom. They could create a skit acting out their group of friends, a poem about their family, a
story about their neighborhood, if they’re part of a dance team, they can perform a dance, etc...
These options provide the students’ creative license as well as personal connection. This can then
lead into a conversation about similarities and differences in those communities, and how it feels
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to be part of a community. The activity choice ultimately depends on what the students in the
class are emotionally ready for.
Exploring all of the different aspects of identity in this section of the curriculum provides
students a more focused introduction to what identity is made of, and encourages them to think
about it from a personal perspective. Ending on the “community identity” lesson then effectively
introduces the concepts that though your identity is personal, it can be affected by others, and in
turn affects others; both positively and negatively, depending on choice, which provides an
excellent link to the next recommended section of the curriculum.
Sample Activities
Lesson 3: Personal Identity
Opening Activities (Focus on Sharing New Things):
• Student Interview
• Human Bingo
• Big Wind Blows
• Unique Circle (students stand in a circle and say a fact about themselves. If no one else
has done/experienced the same thing, they take one step in. The game goes until
everyone has shared something unique about themselves)
• Snowball (everyone writes a fact about themselves on a small white sheet of paper (no
names), you crumple it up and throw the “snowballs” on the ground, you pick one up
and do it again, and again, until the teacher says stop. Then you sit and take turns
reading the fact and guessing who it is about).
“What is Identity?” activities:
• Identity Web Brainstorm
o You can do this individually first, or as a large class (some classes may need
individual sheets with the bubble already on it to understand the activity)
o You may have to prompt them to come up with things beyond the basic things
like name and looks (get them to include things like hobbies, family, music,
clothing, groups they’re part of, etc…)
• Identity Circle/Pie
o Provide an example to get students to think about different components of their
identity. Include on yours things like family roles (sister, brother), you’re name,
you’re gender, music you like, clothing style, etc...
o Have students share in small groups, then do a large group debrief, where you
use the specifics to describe the components. If a lot of students put “hip-hop”
you can then say, “music is part of your identity” and ask them how as a further
debrief question.
• Musical/Poetic Identity
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o Use a poem/rap that students are familiar with to show how the artist uses their
identity in the music. Explain their history through analyzing the lines. Then ask
students to write their own poem or rap with different aspects of their own
identity.
Lesson 4: Cultural Identity
Opening Activities (focus on culture):
What is Culture?
• Culture through Music
o Utilize a song the students know that addresses different aspects of culture to have
the students analyze what makes up culture. What cultural references are in the
song? How do you know it’s cultural?
• Culture through Food
o Before class, learn some of the cultures students are from and bring in different
foods from those areas. Use discussion of food as a gateway into talking about what
other aspects of culture exist within the class.
• Stand Up/Sit Down
o Ask students to stand up if they match the answer to cultural questions. Examples:
Stand Up if you speak more than one language (have students share what languages),
Stand Up if you celebrate Christmas/Hanukkah/Ramadan (ask students to explain
how they celebrate the holiday).
Connecting Culture to Identity
• Cultural Quilt
o The end product of this activity is a paper quilt, with each student having a square on
the quilt that represents their culture. By looking at the square as part of a whole,
students will think about their class culture.
o Students can have creative license over their square. Originally this was a collage
activity, but you can also allow students to draw or write on their square and provide
them the freedom to represent their culture in their own way.
o You’ll unveil the finished quilt at the beginning of the “community identity” activity
to relate individual cultural identity to the larger class cultural identity.
• Intercultural Communication: Rooks & Tooks
o Participants are divided in two groups, each a cultural people, with different
customs.
o The groups will be meeting at a trading post to trade goods, and will need to
communicate with one another.
o Debrief the activity, were they successful at trading? What was difficult about it? Do
students ever feel like sometimes their culture and identity can be misunderstood?
o To go more in depth into personal culture, move from the general debrief into a
concentric circle activity (students are in two circles facing each other, and rotate to
speak with different partners) where students tell each other times their culture or
identity have been misunderstood, when their cultural identity has made it easier to
communicate, etc…
o There are different variations of this game (including the “Greetings Game” that was
successful in PFT’s lesson on cultural stereotypes).
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Lesson 5: Gender Identity
Opening Activities (Focus on sharing new things):
• Unique Circle
• Identity Circle/Pie
• Snowball
• Any other identity activity in relation to identity previously mentioned but not utilized.
Focus Activity: Celebrating Gender
• Class Discussion
o This was described in the explanatory recommendations. It can be a discussion as
a single sexed group and then debriefed in the larger mixed group, or with small
mixed groups, etc… Just make sure to be aware of the class and what’s
appropriate for them.
• Self-Reflective Art Activity
o You could choose to do a quilt here if you did not for the culture lesson
o You could have students draw things they believe associate with their gender.
• Self-Reflective Writing Activity
o Journal Entries or free write on gender as they see it.
o Found Poem based around magazine and newspaper articles on gender issues.
Lesson 6: Community Identity
Opening Activities (Focus on the TEAM):
• Quilt Reveal (including a discussion about cultural aspects the class has in common,
and class culture, leading into discussion of a )
• Concentric Circles (asking questions about how culture and community relate).
• Any teambuilding game leading into the concept of class as community. Some
Suggestions:
o All Aboard/Shark Attack (Students have to fit the entire class on a certain
number of squares, and continually get more removed (by self-selection) to
see how few they can fit their entire team on).
o Swamp Crossing (Students have to work together to get from one side of the
room to another, with variations of rules you can utilize to make it easier or
harder).
Group Membership and its Affect on Identity
• Group Membership/Partner Share
o Students first brainstorm different groups they are part of and then share with a
partner. As they share, they should make note of groups they’ve both put down.
o In the debrief questions should lead to how the groups you are part of affect your
identity. For example, being part of a family group affects your values because of
what you’re taught. Being part of a sports team can affect you by including a
particular sport in your identity, etc…
• Community Word Search/Crossword
o Students complete a word search or crossword with different communities in it
(created with groups you’ve learned some of them are part of in it), and then talk
about the different communities they are part of and how that affects their
identity.
• Community Roles
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o Students are given sticky notes on their back with community role labels
(Teacher, Student, Police Officer, etc…) they have to wander around and ask yes
or no questions to guess who they are.
o Follow up should include how different roles affect the community positively or
negatively. How do the people in their groups influence their identity? How do
they affect others identity with their choices?

Identity and Peacebreaking
Recommendations
The third section of the sample curriculum is dedicated to exploring the connection
between identity and peacebreaking. It’s likely that the students will already have commented on
peacebreaking issues, such as prejudice, stereotypes and exclusion, and these lessons are
designed to explore and discuss that, beyond that initial response. This section addresses two of
the found weaknesses, organizational order and lack of depth by building upon the base
understanding of identity (explored in the second section) to analyze and understand the pain
involved in identity based peacebreaking.
The first lesson, on inclusion and exclusion, should continue to address the concept of
group identity through illustrating how categorically and arbitrarily groups can be created, and
treated. One activity that does this is “Where do You Belong?” (also known as “the dot game.”)
In this activity, students are given a piece of paper with different combinations of dots. One
student’s paper may have three green dots, where another’s has two blue dots. Students are then
asked “where do you belong?” and instructed to find a place, without talking. When creating the
papers, teachers create some papers with more similar combinations than others (so 5 students
may have three green dots, while only 1 has 2 blue dots). This provides uneven groups when the
students are asked to find “where they belong.” Depending on the social strength of the class,
there may be one person by themselves, and one very large group with a majority of the students.
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This provides discussion on how it feels to be on your own or part of a large group. During the
activity, students can be asked to regroup themselves several times. For example, after they’ve
grouped by category (all students with three blue dots together”) you can say “find another place
you belong,” then students could group by number of dots, then by color and sometimes students
will realize that they all have dots and group as one large class. “This was highly successful at
getting at the point that group formation is arbitrary at times” (A&P, Appendix D). Utilizing a
debrief question on how students had been included or excluded in the activity, led to a
discussion on how students had felt included or excluded in the past. This activity was highly
successful in PFT implementation, having been utilized by several teams in several classes, with
only one class struggling. One of the debrief questions that should be included asks students
what the dots could represent, and answers from students were as varied as “favorite colors,” to
“race,” to “gang colors.” The real world connections of the activity “was how we got into some
of our most deep discussions (for instance about immigration laws in the United States)” (A&P,
Appendix D).
The final two lessons of this section are specific to stereotypes. This is where gender and
cultural stereotypes should be more fully explained and explored (after the cultural and gender
aspects of identity have been established in the second section). One successful activity utilized
by PFT’s was a modification of a “label game” in the original curriculum’s stereotypes lesson. It
involves placing labels on student’s backs, with gendered professions (in the modified activity),
the students are then asked to ask their classmates only yes or no questions to discern what their
profession is (the students do not know they are gendered). By utilizing gendered professions,
stereotypical concepts on gender will arise and provide introduction to discussion about
stereotypes. With this activity there must be very conscious placement, as sixth graders are still
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forming their identity and it’s important to not place “ballet dancer” on a boy (or “boxer” on a
girl) who would take it too personally. The goal is to teach, not to hurt. One PFT teaching team
utilized the activity to lead “to a great discussion about how some students did not feel
comfortable with the occupation that they had been labeled” which addressed not only the fact
that “it is bad to label in general” (A&P, Appendix D) but that there are stereotypical concepts of
masculinity and femininity associated with certain professions, which could limit opportunities
based on individual judgment. Another teaching team felt that the activity created a fundamental
gateway between understanding and application “because [the students] understood the
connection between identity, gender and stereotypes, we were able to move on to interrupting
gender stereotypes in a meaningful way” (N&K, Appendix D). The conclusion of the lessons on
stereotypes and inclusion and exclusion should include discussing ways of interrupting the
behaviors. This provides connection to the next and final section of the redesign, “identity and
peacemaking” which focuses on application of the knowledge and skills from the previous
sections.
Lesson 7: Inclusion and Exclusion
Opening & Focus Activities
• Where Do I Belong (described in the capstone body)
o Recommended Debrief questions: If you were part of a larger group, how did that
feel? If you were by yourself, how did it feel when you were trying to find a
group and you couldn’t? Did anyone get excluded based on dots? Was anyone
included even though they didn’t really fit? Why do you think we had you
rearrange yourself a few times? What could dots represent instead of just dots?
Do you ever feel categorized in life? Do you see any areas in the world where
people are included and excluded? Have you ever been included or excluded?
Based on what? How did it feel? Have you ever included or excluded people?
o This activity can take the entire class if students are willing to explore these and
other questions.
• Rooks & Tooks/Greetings
o You can play one of the cultural communication games if you haven’t, and
debrief whether students felt included/excluded by their community, by the other
community, etc…
• Historical Inclusion/Exclusion Events as lessons
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o Have the students read accounts of the civil rights movement and discuss the
concept of segregation and the movement as exclusion and inclusion. Then bring
this down to the micro level and ask them if they think there are in and out groups
at the school where people are included or excluded.
Make sure with all activities to brainstorm connections to peacebreaking and ask what
they could do to be peacemakers in situations of exclusion.

Lessons 8 & 9: Introducing and Exploring Stereotypes
These lessons have been combined, as any of the activities can be utilized in either lesson. The
focus is simply to go deeper the second lesson after students have an understanding of what a
stereotype is. The second lesson should make it more personal. How do stereotypes affect us?
Have you experienced stereotyping? Etc…
Opening Activity (Focus: Categorizing People)
• Categories
o People will group themselves according to arbitrary information silently.
Examples: Number of children in your family (including themselves).
Birth Month. Hair Color. Gender.
o Ask students when they are in groups to find something they all have in
common in addition to their birth month.
o Debrief the activity by finding out what they all had in common and then
making assumption to the class. For example if the group that all had a
birthday in January happen to be one gender and that’s the other thing,
make the assumption “All people born in January are Girls.” This will
likely lead to a discussion about exceptions to that rule. Which can lead
into the definition of stereotype, and a discussion on assumptions.
• Kujichagulia
o This is a game where student self-determine a label and then walk around
and discuss it. The goal is for them to highlight the positive traits in
themselves.
o The debrief should also highlight what happens when you do not label
yourself, and others label you. Can it be a positive label? A negative?
What does that mean?
Main Activity: Stereotypes
• Challenging Assumptions through Media
o Silent Beats Video (Race-Based):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=76BboyrEl48
o The Strangers (Religion-Based)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2s16RWUIWBw
o Both of these videos can be used to show how assumptions can be made about
someone based on what they look like, symbols they carry, etc… that are often
untrue, and show that people have more in common than the think they do. They
can also show that stereotypes are contagious. If you see a group of people in a
certain way, who’s to say people won’t see you that way as well… It can lead into
a good conversation on stereotypes. (Just make sure to pre/de-brief the videos so
that students get the most out of them).
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Where Do I Belong (if not played previously)
Typecast! The Stereotype Game.
o Have student brainstorm different roles that exist in high school. Then randomly
assign roles and have them treat each other in ways that they believe those roles
are treated. Examples: They may say “nerd” and treat that student as if studying is
all they care about.
o Debrief the activity by asking if there are exceptions to the rule. Are there smart
kids who don’t seem “nerdy?” Have they ever been stereotyped? How does it feel
to have been in that situation?
• Gender Stereotypes Label Game
o Same Label game as previously described, with gendered professions (as
illustrated in the explanatory recommendations).
Make sure to include in every lesson brainstorming for interrupting stereotypes. What have
students done in the past when they’ve been stereotyped? How can they address it if they see it?
•
•

Celebrating Identity and Peacemaking
Recommendations
This final suggested section is specific to application. This section includes lessons on
utilizing the knowledge gained in the previous sections to facilitate applied peace practices in
interrupting the peacebreaking possibilities they’ve noticed. This is a key element of the
recommendations because the original curriculum did not focus on application as much as PFT’s
felt it should. “I honestly don’t feel this curriculum really built on peacemaking skills but more
illustrated what peace breaking skills looked like. We talked about stereotypes for weeks, but
only talked about responding to them in one lesson” (A&E, Appendix D). Instead of this, this
section encompasses the recommendation for three lessons on peacemaking, two lessons on
interrupting peacebreaking behaviors, and one lesson on celebrating the connection between
identity and peacemaking, particular the student’s personal peacemaking ability.
The first lesson, “Interrupting Peacebreaking Behaviors, Part I” is recommended to
include role-plays for the students to practice how they’d interrupt peacebreaking that they
witnessed. This would help them think about their own behaviors in such situations. The second
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lesson (Part II) is recommended to further explore peacebreaking through reviewing the concepts
learned during the semester. The recommended activity includes breaking students into small
groups, with each group presenting a concept and a way to interrupt it (through their choice of
representation). The final lesson should celebrate the students’ accomplishments by exploring
ways that they have been peacemakers over the course of the semester. Recommendations for
specific activities can be found in the sample curriculum. These final lessons are recommended
to show students that with the knowledge and understanding of different concepts it is possible to
address them and change them, and they are peacemakers and have the power to create change.
Sample Activities
Lesson 10 & 11: Interrupting Peacebreaking
Opening Activities:
• Any activity you’ve played in the past that promotes peacemaking and teamwork. Use the
activity to set up the lesson by saying, we’ve just shown ourselves as peacemakers, and
now we’re going to spend the next two classes working together to determine how to
address peacebreaking should we see it.
Focus Activities (Interrupting Peacebreaking):
• Peacemaker Skits
o Provide students over exaggerated stereotype skits (preferably humorous), and
after they’ve performed, talk about what stereotypes they saw in the skit. Use the
over-exaggeration and humor to talk about the ridiculousness of stereotypes and
then ask the actors to come up with their own skit illustrating how they’d interrupt
stereotypes if they saw them.
o Another method would be to ask students all to write down a time they were
stereotyped, then split students into small groups and ask them to pick one of the
scenarios to act out. Make sure the culmination of the skit shows interrupting the
stereotype, and discuss what really happened, and how this was the same or
different.
• Concept Review
o In the second lesson students should be asked to review concepts and illustrate
how they would interrupt the peacebreaking behaviors we’ve talked about this
semester. Break up into four small groups each with a concept
(inclusion/exclusion, gender stereotypes, cultural stereotypes, miscellaneous
peacebreaking topic that has come up over the semester (could be gossip,
bullying, etc… as things will come up in class that students are dealing with
throughout the semester).
o They can do this in a number of creative ways. They can make a rap, a story, a
poem, a song, a series of drawings/comic book, skits, etc… As long as it
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illustrates the concept and ways that they can interrupt it.
Lesson 12: Celebrating Diverse Identity and Peacemaking
Opening Activities
• Identity through Food
o This is a celebration lesson, so food can be a great start to the lesson. You can
make it identity based by sharing a food from your culture, or from a culture
represented by students.
• Student Chosen Game
o Let the students vote and pick a game that they liked from the semester to open
the class.
Focus: Celebrating the Identity of the Class and Seeing Students as Peacemakers
• Class wide peacemaker appreciations.
o Students pick a random name out of a hat, and share one way they’ve seen that
classmate be a peacemaker. Everyone gets appreciated by someone.
o This can also be done in a circle, where everyone appreciates the person to their right.
• Class Mural
o Bring in a large extended canvas and paint, and spend the class eating and painting
pictures and words from activities/lessons of the semester. Hang the mural in the class
to greet students the following semester
• Student Prompts
o In whole class or small group have students complete several prompts, including “I
am a peacemaker because…” and “My favorite Peace First memory is…”
• Celebrating Class Community
o Have students brainstorm before this class what the last class should entail, knowing
that it needs to celebrate identity and include showing ways that students are
peacemakers.

Conclusion
[PFT] Simone recently spotted two fifth grade students, Luis and Gabriel, fighting
while in line to get on the school bus, pushing each other back and forth. The boys
were from a class that had initially struggled to work together but in recent
months had made great progress. Before Simone could reach them to help
mediate the situation, another student, Dominic, intervened, saying, "We don’t act
that way in this school; remember that we are peacemakers. Dominic spoke for a
moment with Luis and Gabriel and helped them to calm down and deescalate the
situation. After listening to Dominic, the boys separated themselves from each
other and walked away from the conflict (Pierce, 2011).
The story above is one illustration of the continued success of the Peace First program. In
interviews with school principals, one principal shared “Our school was in turmoil last year but
we have set the tone for peace this year. We are teaching children peaceful ways. At the end of
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last year, kids were fighting. When I returned in November (from personal leave), I sensed a
more peaceful environment. I think this is in part due to Peace First. You offer alternatives”
(Pierce, 2011). There are still struggles as indicated by the results of the extensive research Peace
First has completed into its curriculum effectiveness. However, the fact that Peace First has
completed so much research indicates that the organization truly cares about maintaining the
quality of their program as they expand. In addition to the curriculum research completed this
year and granting permission for this capstone, the organization will be hiring a professional
curriculum writing team to continue the assessment with the hope of an effective rewrite.
Additionally, Peace First has been granted funding for two AmeriCorps Vista positions whose
primary responsibility will be assisting in researching, developing and digitizing Peace First
content. All of these elements culminate in one conclusion; Peace First as an organization and
the people invested in it, want to continue to reach as many students as possible, with as much
effectiveness as they can. This capstone is one small component of that larger goal, and is written
directly to assist in the success of future PFT’s and their students. It truly “isn't enough to talk of
peace. One must believe it. And it isn’t enough to believe in it. One must work at it” (Roosevelt,
1951). Peace First as an organization is working at it by replicating what’s been successful and
researching and changing what hasn’t. As a result teachers and students at Peace First schools
will not just talk of peace, they will learn to believe that they can create a more peaceful school,
and through their partnership with the organization and relationships with PFT’s will work at it
every single day.
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Appendix A
Student Survey Frequencies
Figure 1: Grade
Frequency
Valid

6

Percent

235

Valid Percent

100.0

Cumulative Percent

100.0

100.0

Figure 3: I have had Peace Games or Peace First lessons for:
Frequency
Valid

.

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1

.4

.4

.4

0 years

197

83.8

83.8

84.3

1 year

18

7.7

7.7

91.9

2 years

5

2.1

2.1

94.0

3 years

4

1.7

1.7

95.7

4 years

5

2.1

2.1

97.9

5 years

5

2.1

2.1

100.0

235

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 5: Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Social Emotional Learning Scale

219

12

32

23.25

4.445

Peace Breaking - Victim Scale

230

3

12

4.54

1.809

School Connectedness Scale

218

6

24

15.36

3.647

Moral Development Scale

227

5

16

10.52

2.626

Peace Breaking - Aggressor Scale

220

5

17

9.10

2.865

219

1.50

4.00

2.9058

.55559

230

1.00

4.00

1.5130

.60290

220

1.00

3.40

1.8191

.57290

School Connectedness Average

218

1.00

4.00

2.5604

.60785

Moral Development Average

227

1.25

4.00

2.6311

.65653

Valid N (listwise)

190

Social Emotional Learning
Average
Peace Breaking - Victim Average
Peace Breaking - Aggressor
Average

1

Appendix B
CRT Mid-Year Survey
Figure 1

Figure 2

1

Figure 3

2

Figure 4

3

Appendix C
PFT Midyear Survey

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Appendix D
Sixth Grade PFT Curriculum Critiques
Group Critique: Part 1

1

Group Critique: Part 2

2

Individual Critiques
Alan Fiedorek
How was this grade successful in achieving the themes of this year?
I think we were successful in teaching the idea of a stereotype and why it is hurtful to use stereotypes. I
particularly think that we did a good job touching on the gender stereotype issue.
What were its greatest shortfalls?
The greatest shortfalls of this grade are that it is poorly organized. Stereotypes should come before gender
and culture, not after. I also believe that a lot of the activities in the curriculum are ones that sixth graders
would not want to do.
How well did the build student engagement? (e.g. interest) In what ways? How do you know?
Don’t understand what you are referring to. I think that students engaged in certain games, but whenever
we try to debrief they will often lose interest, which raises the question of whether they get the point.
What improvements were needed? (please cite big ideas as well as challenges or specific lessons)?
Stereotypes should come before gender and culture, not after.
How did the curriculum teach children peacemaking skills? (e.g. what strategies and lessons were
particularly effective) How do you know?
I think the main way that this curriculum teaches peacemaking is through games and skits/activities.
These are the places where you see more engagement.
How could it be strengthened?
More games in the curriculum.
In what ways did the curriculum give students the opportunity to move from learning to action?
The CSL projects should help move from learning to action. I don’t know.
What innovations did you try that would be worth adopting or adapting
We moved the lessons around so that stereotypes were first, and added an inclusion/exclusion lesson
before that. We also added more games to the curriculum to engage students.

Kate Gasparrini
How was this grade successful in achieving the themes of this year?
It does enable students to have a very BASIC and SHALLOW understanding of the concepts: gender,
culture, stereotypes, and identity.
What were its greatest shortfalls?
It does not enable students to have a deep understanding of any of those themes, or an understanding
beyond the black and white basics. It does not spend enough time on any one of these themes to enable
students to think critically about the issues that affect them or their community. It does not have enough
games that work to teach the concepts either.
How well did the build student engagement? (e.g. interest) In what ways? How do you know?
Kids got into gender stereotypes because that seemed to be a relevant issue for them. They got excited
about talking about the ways that they perceive the opposite gender. That would be the only topic I would
say that they got excited about.
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What improvements were needed? (please cite big ideas as well as challenges or specific lessons)?
Culture, identity, and stereotypes did not result in very engaged students. These topics were not
presented in an interesting and fun way, but felt more like an academic class. The “labeling” lesson
was not very specific and students didn’t seem to “get it” even though we deviated from the
curriculum and used the dot game.
How did the curriculum teach children peacemaking skills? (e.g. what strategies and lessons were
particularly effective) How do you know?
I don’t think there were any peacemaking skills taught in the curriculum that were actually absorbed by
the students.
How could it be strengthened?
Peacemaking skills could be strengthened if maybe only 2-3 are focused on throughout the semester, like
appreciating differences. It does not seem clear WHAT the peacemaking skills are that are supposed to be
learned. If that is made more clear, they might have a chance of being learned by the students.
In what ways did the curriculum give students the opportunity to move from learning to action?
I’m not sure how the curriculum gave students the opportunity to move learning to action. Many of the
topics are very abstract in the 6th grade and it’s hard to take it to their level on just the curriculum alone. I
think that bringing in real examples (movies, video clips, newspaper articles) of things going on in their
neighborhoods, schools, or city would help them better understand the topics and make them more real.
What innovations did you try that would be worth adopting or adapting
We did a lot of small group work for both brainstorms and debriefs because our 6th graders did not want
to answer open ended questions in the large group. We incorporated a quick game into the beginning of
every class to get them excited about Peace First. We taught stereotypes before gender or culture or
anything else which gave them a better sense of what stereotypes exist in those areas.
For culture, we had students identify the many cultural aspects of their school before they did that for
themselves. This gave them a better understanding that institutions also have culture.

Zak Gomes
How was this grade successful in achieving the themes of this year?
The grade was able to gain a better understanding of realizing the importance of identity and how each
individual has a different identity. Students were challenged by thinking beyond the familiar stereotypes
they have known and began to focus on how people can do a variety of different tasks which may not
have been previously associated with their race and gender. The curriculum gave good ideas about
activities in which the students will be able to learn more about each other and their Peace First teachers
who come from various backgrounds.
What were its greatest shortfalls?
The Curriculum for the sixth grade did not provide enough assistance to alternative methods of
teaching. For example if the students cannot begin to have respect for other cultures and identities the
curriculum had little support for other ways to get the point across. In many ways 6th graders are not
respectful and responsible enough to have organized classroom discussions about identity, culture and
gender because they may not have been exposed to it in the past. In the class which I taught, many
activities surrounding gender could not be addressed because the students would be unable to grasp the
concepts. The curriculum leaves too much space for the teaching team to add their own activities because
of how the activities in the book were not appropriate or simply would not work.
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How well did the build student engagement? (e.g. interest) In what ways? How do you know?
The curriculum helped to build student engagement because it allowed students to provide input on the
idea of identity being important to who they were. Students enjoy talking about their personal interests or
background. Identity and culture which relate to diversity were all concepts that the curriculum focused
on. Students expressed great interest in being real and not portraying yourself in a false manner. When it
came to talking and writing about what is important and relevant in your own life, students were more
willing and eager to cooperate with the lesson. The lessons gave examples of ways to involve everyone in
the class to think about the themes in their immediate surroundings.
What improvements were needed? (please cite big ideas as well as challenges or specific lessons)?
The changes needed to build student engagement were major. It is hard to discourage children who may
not have a lot of interest in class activities to join in on conversations about culture, identity and gender.
Students may not feel that it is relevant or important to them to learn this information. Students will be
skeptical because of how the curriculum jumps into identifying identity. I believe there could be a lesson
before this to ease their way into two lessons which will deal directly with their identity. Overall the
curriculum in the 6th grade can be misinterpreted to feel like an attack on their personal lives.
How did the curriculum teach children peacemaking skills? (e.g. what strategies and lessons were
particularly effective) How do you know?
The curriculum taught peacemaking skills by emphasizing tolerance towards other cultures and identities
which they come into contact with. I believe the 6th grade curriculum made it a point to get students to
believe that diversity surround students and as people get older it is necessary to understand it. As
students get to know more about themselves and the people in their class it has helped them develop
cooperation and teamwork skills with group activities and games. With an effective teaching team the 6th
grade can build on these skills week after week.
How could it be strengthened?
In reality it depends on the Peace First teaching team to develop peacemaking skills with proper debriefs
and clarity when talking about the skills needed. The curriculum itself provides good follow up questions
to engage the students to help them realize their potential as peacemakers.
In what ways did the curriculum give students the opportunity to move from learning to action?
Students can be put into action by reviewing all the information from the fall semester and focus it into
action orientated activity to benefit the community. Students were given the opportunity to think about
the identities of peacemakers in their community and how they can learn from them. The capacity of the
curriculum can be improved by emphasizing how their could not be peacemakers without different
identities, cultures, and genders. It is essential that students realize this before moving onto a project
which will try and impact the community.
What innovations did you try that would be worth adopting or adapting
In my teaching team we spent several lessons getting to know the student to find out what their interests
were and what their comfort level was. It was a small class so each lesson had to be adapted to fit the
needs of the students. The most successful lesson was when we used a famous hip-hop artist to
understand his identity and why it was important to his career. Students were then encouraged to write
identity raps and focus in on what makes them who they are. Students began to have a better
understanding of why identity is a necessary part of their surroundings.

Emma Lemire
How was this grade successful in achieving the themes of this year?
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I believe the themes for the sixth grade are developmentally appropriate for the age group. Talking about
gender and cultural stereotypes with sixth graders is a difficult and abstract subject and the curriculum
does a good job of making these themes relatable to the students by making the students think about their
own gender, identity, and culture. For example, the cultural collage activity allowed students to think
deeply about their own culture and visually represent what made their own culture special and unique.
Only after the students had thought about their own culture were they asked to think about other cultures
on a large level.
What were its greatest shortfalls?
I believe the order of the lessons is flawed. The lessons on gender in the curriculum basically ask
students to think about gender stereotypes by giving them prompts like “ A boy is…” “A girl is…”. This
gender lesson is many lessons ahead of the stereotype lesson which is a problem because it is setting
students up to confront gender stereotypes before they ever have a lesson on what a stereotype is.
I also believe the curriculum does a poor job discussing gender. The curriculum’s definition of gender is
basically if you are a boy or a girl. If Peace First if looking to teach through a social justice lens then it
needs to make sure it’s lessons are not reinforcing socially constructed binaries to students. Gender
should be taught as being determined socially; it is the societal meaning assigned to male and female.
This is something that our students can understand and it is vitally important. I have students in my
classes who experience teasing and alienation because they do not prescript to typical gender traits.
When teachers teach that gender is something that is fixed and is the same as biological sex they are
alienating these already vulnerable students even more.
Finally, while the themes of the sixth grade seem developmentally appropriate many of the handouts and
activities don’t. For example, in the gender lessons the curriculum asks students to write on a handout of
a ginger bread man. If a handed out a paper with a ginger bread man to my sixth grade students they
would not respond well because it is simply not age appropriate for them.

Andre Sparrow
How was this grade successful in achieving the themes of this year?
To my knowledge it was successful. I’ve been told that kids will yell out stereotypes at each other even if
in a playful way when they hear somebody make one. Even if it is in a playful way, the fact that they
acknowledged it speaks to what they retained and remembered from previous lessons.
What were its greatest shortfalls?
The shortfalls were largely based in students behavior in terms of not having a disciplinary system that
worked with this all inclusive system and definitions of cultural aspects. When you are trying to keep the
kids in peace first that need it, but at the expense of them disrupting the class that’s a problem. Then you
have the aspects of culture that seemed very limited and didn’t take into account certain things that truly
defined culture especially in this day in age with so many people of mixed descent.
How well did the build student engagement? (e.g. interest) In what ways? How do you know?
I think student engagement was strong. Compared to where we started out at the beginning of the year, it
was very strong. We learned to engage most of our more disruptive students so that they’ve become
leaders and then the quite students felt comfortable to speak up and share their positions of on issues.
What improvements were needed? (please cite big ideas as well as challenges or specific lessons)?
We felt that we needed to be more creative, but in more efficient ways. I’m not one for cutting out and
creating all these things to be used in 1 lesson and then not again. This especially was taken into count
when you think about how some kids wouldn’t participate. However, when it comes to things like
Jeopardy to creatively review lessons or the stereotype video as a visual engaging and informative
example of stereotypes, I think that helped a lot.
How did the curriculum teach children peacemaking skills? (e.g. what strategies and lessons were
particularly effective) How do you know?
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I honestly don’t feel this curriculum really built on peacemaking skills but more illustrated what peace
breaking skills looked like. We talked about stereotypes for weeks, but only talked about responding to
them in one lesson. I will say that even though the culture lessons didn’t directly build on peacemaking
skills, I did see a stronger bond in terms of student’s community.
How could it be strengthened?
I think the information I shared should be taken into account. I mean, a number of other corps members
voiced their concerns about how the stereotype lessons were set up already. I think change is coming.
What innovations did you try that would be worth adopting or adapting
At least one lesson should incorporate the “Silent Beats” video. This was the video we used to
demonstrate stereotypes. And I think that reviews should be done in a Trivia or Jeopardy lesson. This
was a fun way of reviewing that also added competition which promoted more engagement.
Lastly, I think all future corps members should have solid exposure to the culture of the students they’ll
be working with. I think even for me, a person who grew up and lives in the community many of these
students do, there is still misses and breakdowns. So when it comes to my other corps members I’m sure
they have that issue multiplied. It’s very important for all of us to be aware of what “is in” and what the
kids are dealing with at their age in their environments.
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Appendix E
Sixth Grade PFT Lesson Critiques
Nadia Davila and Kate Gasparrini (N&K)
Week 4: Gender and Our Identity
What prompted you to modify the original lesson?
We wanted to make the connection between gender and students’ identities and make a logical step into
stereotypes and how they affect us. We wanted our students to have a good understanding of identity,
stereotypes and gender before moving further on in the PF curriculum
What worked about the lesson you ultimately developed?
Student engagement- they got very passionate exploring their identities, and learning the gender
stereotypes that came up
Student learning- they were able to make a connection between their identity, gender, and stereotypes.
On a scale of 1 to 5 please rate this lesson: 4
How did the changes in this lesson influence the lessons that you taught afterwards?
Because they understood the connection between identity, gender and stereotypes we were able to move
on to interrupting gender stereotypes in a meaningful way.
Week 6: Culture
What prompted you to modify the original lesson?
We wanted to students to learn how dynamic culture is – so that it could be better connected to
peacemaking in future lessons. We wanted to create a lesson where they could explore some of the many
facets of culture including their own and the culture of their school.
What worked about the lesson you ultimately developed?
Student engagement- they got very passionate exploring the culture of their school and their own culture.
Student learning- they were able to understand what culture is and make connections
Trust – By having groups conversations on personal subjects
Understanding, empathy – that everyone has a different culture
On a scale of 1 to 5 please rate this lesson: 5
How did the changes in this lesson influence the lessons that you taught afterwards?
We built trust with the group and were able to swiftly move into the connections culture ahs with
peacemaking.
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Alan Fiedorek and Pam Gonzales (A&P)
(Critique by Alan Fiedorek)
Week 4: Inclusion and Exclusion
What prompted you to modify the original lesson?
Our students did not have any Peace First prior to this year and we decided that we needed to introduce
the concept of inclusion and exclusion to our sixth graders as part of the larger discussion of identity and
stereotypes.
What worked about the lesson you ultimately developed?
The aspect that really worked about this lesson was how it engaged students into the concept of inclusion
and exclusion through the “Where do I belong?” activity.
On a scale of 1 (poor) – 5 (excellent) please rate this lesson: 5
Was there anything about the structure or teaching strategy that you recommend we consider
replicating in other lesson?
I think that what worked about this lesson was that it only had one central activity about a very important
concept. Bringing the concept of inclusion and exclusion in the real world was how we got into some of
our most deep discussions (for instance about immigration laws in the United States).
What improvements would you make in this lesson in the future?
I would improve this lesson by allowing students the opportunity to form groups a couple of different
times with different rules governing group formation. This was highly successful at getting at the point
that group formation is arbitrary at times in other classes.
How did the changes in this lesson influence the lessons that you taught afterwards?
From here we went to stereotypes and then gender and culture, because we felt that this a more logical
progression for a class that had never had Peace First before
Week 5: Gender Stereotypes
What prompted you to modify the original lesson?
I modified the original flow of the curriculum because it struck me as important to cover stereotypes
before the discussion of gender and culture. We purposely modified the label activity to make the activity
a gender stereotype theme by using gendered occupations as the labels.
What worked about the lesson you ultimately developed?
Students were highly engaged in both activities usually because they enjoyed sharing new information
about themselves and then the label game was really fun for them to guess what they are. This led to a
great discussion about how some students did not feel comfortable with the occupation that they had been
labeled, and why it is bad to label in general.
On a scale of 1 (poor) – 5 (excellent) please rate this lesson: 5
Was there anything about the structure or teaching strategy that you recommend we consider
replicating in other lesson?
I really recommend the use of unique circle, as well as gendered professions in the label game. This led to
a really excellent discussion as a debrief at the end of the lesson.
What improvements would you make in this lesson in the future?
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In the future I would be sure to set expectations about the questions students can ask other students, and
not giving it away. A few students had the label activity ruined by other students that gave away their
occupation at the start of the activity.
How did the changes in this lesson influence the lessons that you taught afterwards?
We went to gender and culture after stereotypes instead of before.
Additional Comments:
Lesson 1:
Worked Well: Tried to set expectations
Wasn't Strong: Too many activities for the time
Lesson 2:
Worked Well: Started to discuss concept of identity
Wasn't Strong: Too many activities, not enough movement
Lesson 3:
Worked Well: Don't remember
Wasn't Strong: Still doesn't seem like it had enough interactive bits
Lesson 4:
Worked Well: More interactive, dot game lead to excellent discussion
Wasn't Strong: Stand up/sit down
Lesson 5:
Worked Well: Basically the whole lesson. Very interactive
Wasn't Strong: difficult to settle down after focus activity to have discussion
Lesson 6:
Worked Well: Fun game at the start got students engaged
Wasn't Strong: Didn't have enough time to get to the role plays
Lesson 7:
Worked Well: Group discussion of gender went well overall
Wasn't Strong: Not enough time to get back to the main discussion so we couldn't connect the gendered
discussion to a larger whole group discussion
Lesson 8:
Worked Well: Skits went well
Wasn't Strong: Connections from last week not as strong as they would have been if fresh I think
Lesson 9:
Worked Well: Collages are a fun activity
Wasn't Strong: Not sure if it really hit the point about culture
Lesson 10:
Worked Well: Was fun
Wasn't Strong: Not sure if it really brought everything together.
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Emma Lemire and Andre Sparrow (E&A)
Week 2: Introducing Identity
Andre:
It seemed the kids needed a worksheet for which to do their identity web. Many didn't get it even after
we did examples on the boards. In the future, we'd make a worksheet with bubbles for them to fill in. Big
Wind Blows was a hit like an 80's big hair band, when that stuff was cool. The kids loved it and if
anything we had to make rules to keep kids from trying not to be in the middle of the circle, because they
enjoyed coming up with things that everybody shared.
Identity statements were an extension of the identity web. Because kids didn't get this the identity
statements was also hard for some. To add insult to injury, I found that the Identity Statements was kind
of redundant and the kids that got the first activity were like didn't we just do this on the previous activity.
They didn't see the use in putting the information from the identity web in sentences.
Week 4: Gender and Identity
Emma:
Andre and I added in identity circles as a way to get our students to think about what makes up their own
identity. Many of the students put their gender on their circle as part of their identity. This provided us
with a way to connect gender into the lesson.
The original lessons on gender in the sixth grade curriculum asked students to answer prompts that said,
“ a boy is…” “ A girl is…” I felt this lesson was inappropriate and we believed that it might lead to
students stereotyping each other around gender, which is the opposite of our goal.
Andre:
There really wasn't a problem with this class. This was one of the lessons, that was done on the perfect
day for these kids to be receptive to it. A lot of kids enjoyed the identity circle and we still have them up
in our office. And this role plays was something the kids had fun with in putting them on. And having
the kids who watched take notes of stereotypes and share really made this a "fun class", because they had
fun and learned.
Week 6: Culture
Emma:
We began talking about culture by brainstorming aspects of culture. Then students used the list of aspects
to think about their own cultures. This gave them a framework to begin to think about their own cultures.
I believe this lesson was successful because we started the group off with two games. After the games we
then asked students to do a large group brainstorms. If we had not included the time for students to move
around before the brainstorms our students would not have been able to sit through the time it took to
come up with all the aspects of culture.
I believe the Peace first curriculum does not include enough games in the actually lessons. Andre and I
often write the games into our lessons to make sure our students are able to get up and move and to make
sure we are teaching to multiple intelligences.
Andre:
This was an overall solid class. The only problem was getting certain kids to understand the "aspects of
culture." A lot of them understood what culture was but didn't get it in the clearly defined way that PF
described it. I honestly think that PF needs to redefine Culture. Pf doesn't consider your ethnicity part of
your culture. This is important because you can have children from different ethnicities or nationalities,
and generally look different, but shared every other aspect of culture PF defined because they are Latin
American. It was a bit confusing for them and us.
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Week 7: Cultural Stereotypes
Emma:
This lesson helps students to begin to think about cultural stereotypes by allowing them to connect to their
own culture first and then combining the idea of culture with their pervious knowledge of stereotypes.
We had a successful large group brainstorm about what to do if you are stereotyped. I think this is
something that is left out of the sixth grade curriculum. The curriculum asked students to understand
stereotypes on a deep level but does not address what students should do to stop stereotypes when they
see them happening. The curriculum does not instruct students to be agents of change until the second
half of the year when they pick a community service-learning project.
Andre:
We learned that day that if we can't finish an activity that day it’s done regardless. So when we have arts
and crafts activities we will give them much more time.
The “what to do” when you are stereotyped was a so called "ah ha" moment. Many kids really took to the
safe space concept and shared some strong and at times painful examples of stereotypes they experienced
and how they responded to them.
Week 9: Understanding and Appreciating Diversity
Emma:
This was a successful lesson that Andre and I created to help our students understand the concept of
stereotypes more. We showed a short film, made by a young person, which addresses many different
stereotypes. I believe that using a visual to show different people experiencing stereotypes helped our
students to think more deeply about the topic. Also, the film was very relatable for our students because
it featured a young black male in an urban environment.
The greetings game worked well in the lesson because it allowed students to see how stereotypes may be
created based on cultural misunderstandings.
Andre:
The stereotype video was great. It gave them a visual of stereotypes.
The map activity was a way to explain why you shouldn't say a person is a certain nationality without
asking them. The kids loved this activity. They seemed interested and excited about learning about
countries they didn't know existed.
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